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Abstract
Wireless sensor networks, as a key enabling technology of Ubiquitous Computing, have
been a booming research topic in the recent years. Upon designing a low-cost wireless
sensor device, power consumption is one of the most important issues, because cheap
batteries are normally the power suppliers. Since the RF transceiver is one of the biggest
power consumers in such a sensor device, enabling the RF transceiver to sleep as much as
possible is the preferred method to save power, which is normally realized by MAC layer
duty cycle scheduling.
This dissertation proposes aMAC layer wake-up-frame scheme to wake up an RF trans-
ceiver on-demand to minimize the standby waiting time in receive mode to save power.
Analytical and simulation results show that, for a low-traffic wireless sensor network, this
scheme gives significant system battery lifetime gain compared to the traditional methods.
Furthermore, the combination of the wake-up-frame scheme and a complementary low-
power MAC protocol is discussed. Analytical computation and simulation prove that the
combined scheme achieves a further optimized solution in the sense of power-saving, while
other important system parameters, such as response time and channel efficiency, are lim-
ited to a reasonable range.
Keywords: low-power MAC, wireless sensor network, duty cycle scheduling.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Ubiquitous Computing has emerged as a hot research topic in the recent years. It inte-
grates many computers and electronic devices into our living and working environments,
automatically providing us with services according to our demands without attracting our
attention. Ubiquitous Computing touches most aspects of the modern information and
communication technologies from the applications, man-machine-interface, data models,
semantic protocols, and security down to low-layer communication protocols and hardware
design.
In Ubiquitous Computing, a large amount of devices integrated into the environment
are small low-cost sensors, which collect various environmental information for the needs
of the upper-layer applications. Since the sensors shall be unobtrusive, wireless commu-
nication is the preferred solution to deliver these information from the low-cost sensors to
central control computers or the like. For this reason, wireless sensor networks become a
key enabling technology for Ubiquitous Computing.
One of the most important issues in a wireless sensor network is power consumption
because the sensors are mostly powered by low-cost batteries and frequently changing
the batteries for a large number of devices is obviously unacceptable. Therefore, many
researchers are striving to reduce the power consumption from different aspects of the
system design.
Among many possible power saving methods, minimizing the power consumed by the
Radio Frequency (RF) transceiver is a very efficient way, because the RF transceiver is
normally the most or one of the most power hungry components in such a small sensor
1
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device. Traditionally, an RF transceiver has to keep staying in receive mode to wait for
possible incoming packets. This is extremely inefficient for a low traffic wireless sensor
network, since most of the energy is consumed by standby waiting instead of data com-
munication. To this end, some approaches were proposed to enable the RF transceiver to
sleep more by scheduling the duty cycle of the RF transceiver in the Media Access Control
(MAC) layer.
This dissertation proposes an ultra low-power MAC layer protocol for low-cost and
low-traffic wireless sensor networks, called the wake-up-frame scheme. It wakes up the
RF transceiver on-demand by a wake-up-signal to minimize the standby waiting time in
receive mode. Analytical and simulation results show that this scheme achieves a signifi-
cant battery lifetime gain compared to the traditional schemes.
Furthermore, the wake-up-frame scheme and another low-power MAC protocol called
WiseMAC are based on similar technology but are complementary to each other. Thus, the
combination of these two schemes could generate an even better overall solution. To prove
this idea, analytical computations and simulations have been conducted to compare the
performance of the new combined scheme to the individual schemes. The results show that
the combined scheme gives the lowest power consumption. Concurrently, other important
system parameters, such as response time and channel efficiency, are also limited to a
reasonable range.
This dissertation is organized as follows:
• Chapter 1 provides the technical background of this dissertation by giving an intro-
duction to Ubiquitous Computing, wireless sensor networks, and a so-called Sindrion
system. The Sindrion system is a sensor network that bridges the small low-cost sen-
sor devices to UPnP (Universal Plug and Play) networked high-end devices. Note
that the proposed wake-up-frame scheme has been designed for the Sindrion system,
but could also be applied to other wireless sensor networks.
• Chapter 2 discusses the power consumption issue of wireless sensor networks and
defines the problem to be solved by this dissertation. Some related work is intro-
duced, and their benefits and disadvantages are discussed.
• Chapter 3 first describes the wake-up-frame scheme from hardware architecture
to protocol details. Then, the combination of the wake-up-frame scheme and the
2
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WiseMAC is discussed.
• Chapter 4 conducts the analytical computation to estimate the gain and cost of the
wake-up-frame scheme and the combined scheme.
• Chapter 5 introduces the simulation models including the indoor wireless channel
model, the communication protocols, and the application traffic model.
• Chapter 6 illustrates and analyzes the simulation results.
• Chapter 7 finally concludes the dissertation.
3
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Chapter 2
Wireless Sensor Networks
2.1 Ubiquitous Computing
In 1991, Mark Weiser first addressed the concept of Ubiquitous Computing [1–3], which is
named as the third wave in computing after the mainframes era and the personal computing
era.
In Ubiquitous Computing, a large number of computers or other electronic devices with
computing ability are pervasively embedded into the environment so that they become a
part of the background, attracting no human attention any more. Unlike personal com-
puters, Ubiquitous Computing is invisible to users, but it is everywhere and automatically
provides services meeting user’s demands. That is the reason why it is also called Pervasive
Computing or Invisible Computing.
Ubiquitous Computing touches almost every aspect of the modern silicon-based infor-
mation and communication technology. Some examples are given as follows:
• Ubiquitous Computing needs huge efforts to create a new relationship between hu-
mans and computers. It is not just a problem of man-machine-interface such as a
friendly Graphic User Interface (GUI), but a property of the whole context of usage
of the machine, which addresses many sophisticated technologies such as machine
learning, data mining, and so on.
• Interacting with computers everywhere induces also severe privacy problem for an
individual. Consequently, security technology will play a more and more important
5
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2.2. Wireless Sensor Networks
role in the third computing era.
• The distributed computers and devices need to communicate with each other to de-
liver information, so wireless communication becomes a key enabling technology
for Ubiquitous Computing.
• A large quantity of computers and devices means that the cost per device is an impor-
tant issue, and invisibility means that minimization is also very important. Therefore,
new semiconductor technologies are desired to lower the cost and shrink the size of
the device.
Among these examples, the wireless communication, more specifically low-cost and
low-power wireless sensor networks, is the scope addressed by this dissertation.
2.2 Wireless Sensor Networks
The devices in a Ubiquitous Computing environment comprise a large number of sensors.
They collect various environmental information such as temperature, humidity, brightness,
and motion of objects to support applications like smart house or intelligent building. This
information should be delivered to a central computer or device for further processing.
Since connecting such a large number of low-cost sensors by wires is in most cases
infeasible, wireless communication becomes the only choice for the transportation of the
sensed information. For this reason, Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is attracting more
and more research attention all over the world.
There are many restrictions on designing a WSN. First, sensor devices should be suffi-
ciently small and cheap for being pervasively distributed into the background environment,
which limits the complexity and computing capability of the device. As a result, only low-
cost RF transceivers, inexpensive and small batteries, low-performance microcontrollers,
little memory, and low-complexity algorithms can be used to meet the relatively high ap-
plication requirements. This is the major challenge faced by the designers of WSNs.
So far, there are many projects addressing theWSN focusing on different aspects. Some
examples are as follows.
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• PicoRadio is a famous WSN project conducted by wireless research center of the
University of California in Berkeley [4]. This project includes almost all areas of
WSNs: RF circuit design, networking, positioning, low-voltage digital design, an-
tenna design, low-power analog design, energy scavenging, etc.
• WiseNET (Wireless Sensor NETwork) is a project from Swiss Center for Elec-
tronics and Microtechnology (CSEM) [5]. It focuses on ultra low-power design by
combining a complex system-on-chip sensor device with a low-power MAC protocol
called WiseMAC.
• Sindrion is a research project at Infineon Technologies [6]. It aims at integrating
ultra low-power system-on-chip sensor and actuator devices into one of the most es-
tablished middleware platforms for distributed semantic services, namely Universal
Plug and Play (UPnP).
Since the work of this dissertation is a part of the Sindrion project, the concept of the
Sindrion will be introduced in the next section.
2.3 Sindrion Basic Concept
So far, flexible application-layer support for autonomous device interaction is supported
by high-tech computer appliances. One of the most established middleware platforms for
this purpose is Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) [7]. It defines a set of universal, open,
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) based protocols allowing the semantic description
and control of various devices. Thereby, it supports the flexible co-operation of network
nodes.
Unfortunately, the technical realization of the UPnP protocols is complex. Devices
that support the entire UPnP protocol stack are thus power demanding and expensive. As
a result, many small and cheap peripheral devices, e.g. small sensors and actuators, are
excluded from UPnP networks.
To this end, a distributed system architecture called Sindrion has been proposed to fea-
ture an effective solution for integrating low-cost WSNs into UPnP networks [6]. The basic
idea is to source out the complex UPnP operations from the wireless sensor devices, called
Sindrion Transceivers, to dedicated network components, called terminals. The terminals
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are assumed to have relatively loose cost and power restrictions. Fig. 2.1 shows the basic
communication procedures between a Sindrion Transceiver and a terminal. The three steps
as shown in the figure are explained as follows.
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Figure 2.1: Sindrion System
1. Discovery: The two end devices find each other in the standard UPnP discovery
phase [7].
2. Code Download: The services provided by the Sindrion Transceiver is described by
service application code, which is stored in the transceiver’s ROM. If the terminal
does not yet contain this application code, it will be downloaded by the terminal.
3. Application-Specific Communication: The following communication between the
downloaded service application on the terminal and its counterpart on the Sindrion
Transceiver may be completely application-specific and does not have to be defined
by any standard.
By this way, the Sindrion Transceiver is integrated into the UPnP network through the
standard but relatively simple UPnP discovery protocol. Other complex UPnP protocols
are sourced out to the terminal, which has high computational capability to act as a UPnP
proxy for the Sindrion Transceiver. As a result, the Sindrion Transceiver can use low-
performance components to minimize the cost.
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In the Sindrion system, the terminal normally has loose energy restriction, e.g. a desk-
top is line-powered and a laptop or a PDA can be easily recharged. However, the Sindrion
Transceiver is in many cases powered by cheap battery. Since changing or recharging the
battery for a large number of Sindrion Transceivers is infeasible, power-saving is a very
important design concern of the Sindrion Transceiver. Chp. 3 will discuss different possi-
bilities to save power for a Sindrion Transceiver.
9
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As aforementioned, power-saving is one of the most important design issues for the low-
cost battery-powered wireless sensor devices. This chapter first gives an overview on pos-
sible power-saving methods for wireless sensor networks. Second, the reason why schedul-
ing the duty cycle of the MAC layer is the most efficient way for the Sindrion system to
save power is presented. Then, some related low-power MAC protocols are introduced,
and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. Finally, the possibilities to further
improve the available schemes are figured out, which defines the goal of this dissertation.
3.1 Introduction of Power Saving Methods
In [4, 8, 9], many power-saving possibilities that could be adopted throughout the whole
design of WSN devices are discussed. They can be divided into three major categories:
low-power circuit design, fewer transmission, and more sleep.
3.1.1 Low-Power Circuit Design
Low power semiconductor and circuit design is a very important way to save power for a
device, e.g. lowering the voltage of the digital circuits, optimizing the power amplifier in
the RF analog circuit, minimizing the leakage of the devices, etc.
11
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3.1.2 Fewer Transmission
The RF transceiver is one of the biggest power consumers in a wireless sensor device, so
reducing the level of transmission power and the number of transmitted bits is supposed to
be a very efficient way to save power.
Lower Transmission Power: The relation between the received power Pr and transmis-
sion power Pt is Pr ∼ Ptdn , where d is the distance and n is an exponent ranging from 2
to 4. Therefore, adjusting the transmission power to a minimum level that just keeps the
connectivity of the network can dramatically decrease the power consumption of the RF
front end. Two typical examples of this way to save power are stated in [10, 11].
Reduce Transmitted Bits: The bits sent to the air include two parts: payload and over-
head. Both of them can be reduced.
The payload can be dramatically shortened by data compression or by fusing the infor-
mation from neighboring devices before a long distance transmission [12, 13]. However, it
makes the system more complicated and requires more computation, which also consumes
power. So a tradeoff is needed.
The overhead includes the header of data packets, the retransmitted data packets, and
the signaling packets.
The header of the data packets could be shortened by using shorter addresses (e.g.
encoded MAC address [14]) and header compression (e.g. TCP/IP header compression
[15]).
To reduce the number of the retransmitted data packets, one typical way is using Error
Correction Coding (ECC), which can recover disturbed packets so that packet loss rate is
reduced. However, ECC increases the length of the packet on the other side, so compromise
is needed for certain channel condition.
The other way to minimize the retransmission overhead is using proper Automatic Re-
peat reQuest (ARQ) protocols, e.g. data link layer ACK and transport layer TCP. However,
ARQ also adds signalling packets causing additional overhead. So the tradeoff between the
signaling and retransmission becomes the key issue. Some researches have been done on
this topic, e.g. modified versions of TCP have been proposed to optimize the TCP perfor-
mance in Mobile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET) and WSNs [16–19].
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3.1.3 More Sleep
Switching the whole or part of the system to the sleep mode as much as possible could
save power with a factor of tens or even hundreds. Normally, either high-layer application
scheduling (e.g. [20–23]) or low-layer MAC scheduling (e.g. [24–26]) could determine
when and which part of the system should be switched off. The disadvantage of this idea
is that a sleeping system is apt to be inertia for a happening event, consequently the com-
munication delay is increased. Therefore, the tradeoff between sleep and delay, i.e. power
and delay, for a certain application becomes the key issue. To this end, the questions faced
by a system designer are how to divide the system into multiple hardware power domains
and how to arrange the sleeping schedules for these domains according to the requirements
of the application.
3.2 Power Saving Methods for Sindrion
Among the above three power-saving methods, low-power circuit design is out of the scope
of the Sindrion project. Nevertheless, further discussion is needed to determine what the
key is to save power for the Sindrion Transceiver: fewer transmission, more sleep, or both.
This decision should be based on both the software and hardware requirements of the
Sindrion Transceiver.
The Sindrion system, as a kind of sensor/actuator network, is a low-rate low-traffic
wireless network, because sensing and controlling occur quite rarely with intervals ranging
from minutes up to months in most applications. For example, the temperature of a house
might be measured each 10 minutes, but the water meter may be read out only once in
several months.
In a low-traffic network, devices are mostly in idle state. As a result, most power is
consumed by the idle state instead of data transmission. Therefore, using fewer transmis-
sion to minimize the power consumption of each data transmission is supposed to be not
very effective, which will be proved later in Sec. 5.2.4.
On the other hand, enabling more components to sleep more during the idle state could
have a significant effect on power-saving in the low-traffic case, which needs the support
from a dedicated multiple power domain hardware structure and power management algo-
rithms. To roughly estimate the power consumption of this method, we should first take a
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look at the hardware components chosen for the prototype of the Sindrion Transceiver.
• RF transceiver: Data is transmitted and received by a commercial RF transceiver
TDA5255E1 [27], which works in the 434MHz Industrial, Scientific, and Medical
(ISM) band using Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) or Frequency Shift Keying (FSK)
modulation scheme. The data rate is less than 100 kbit/s.
• FPGA: For synchronization, modulation coding, and ECC, a Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) [28] is needed to process the data to and from the RF transceiver.
• Microcontroller: High-layer protocol processing is conducted in a single-chip high-
performance 16-bit microcontroller with multiple on-chip A/D converters, timers,
and memory modules [29]. It fits the requirements of the UPnP and TCP/UDP/IP
protocol stack. Furthermore, it also supports idle and power down modes with flexi-
ble power management.
• RTC: A Real Time Clock (RTC) is needed by the UPnP discovery protocol for
refreshing purpose. A flash microcontroller [30] is used, which provides more im-
plementation flexibility than a normal RTC.
• Memories: Memory includes external RAM [31] and flash [32].
• Others: There are some additional components used, e.g. the wake-up logic of the
RF transceiver, the FPGA, and the microcontroller.
The power consumption of these components is listed in Tab. 3.1.
Table 3.1: Power Consumption of the Components
Components Work Power Standby Power
RF transceiver Tx: 39.9mW / Rx: 27mW Sleep: 27µW
FPGA Active: 20mW Leakage: 1.5µW
Microcontroller Active: 33mW Sleep: 90µW
RTC Working: 230µW Idle: 75µW
Memories Working: 87mW Idle: 3.6µW
Others - Leakage: 15µW
Note: system voltage – 3 V, microcontroller clock frequency – 9 MHz.
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Among the above components, it is not difficult to switch the microcontroller and the
FPGA to sleep or off mode when there is no traffic on the network. However, the RF
transceiver should normally keep staying in receive mode because a packet could come
at any time. So how to enable the RF transceiver to sleep during the idle state without
severely affecting the data communication becomes the key question to be answered. This
is normally solved by so-called MAC layer duty cycle scheduling, where the duty cycle
denotes the percentage of the working time of a component. It is estimated in [4] that 1%
duty cycle for the RF transceiver can reduce the overall system power consumption by a
factor of at least 50.
As shown in Tab. 3.1, the power consumption of the Sindrion Transceiver in a standby
mode without duty cycle scheduling is
0.1851mW + 27mW = 27.1851mW. (3.1)
The power consumption with a 1% duty cycle of the RF transceiver is
0.1851mW + (27mW × 0.01 + 0.027mW × 0.99) = 0.48183mW. (3.2)
So, power is saved by a factor of about 56.
The above estimation shows that MAC layer duty cycle scheduling for the RF trans-
ceiver could save a huge amount of system power for the Sindrion Transceiver. Therefore,
the MAC layer duty cycle scheduling is the key power-saving method for the Sindrion
Transceiver.
Until now, several low-power MAC layer duty cycle scheduling schemes have been
proposed. Some typical examples will be briefly presented in the next section.
3.3 Available Low-PowerMACLayer Duty Cycle Schedul-
ing Schemes
So far, quite some researches have been done on low-power MAC layer duty cycle schedul-
ing, e.g. [24–26, 33–36]. The IEEE802.15.4MAC, the preamble sampling, and theWiseMAC
are three mostly related work and will be briefly introduced in this section.
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3.3.1 IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPAN MAC Layer
The IEEE 802.15.4 Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) standard was first
issued in October 2003 [33]. There is also an industrial alliance called Zigbee using this
open global standard. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard specifies the Physical (PHY) layer
and the MAC layer protocol to enable low-cost low-power short-range wireless devices to
communicate. So, it could also be a choice for WSNs.
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard provides a MAC layer duty cycle scheduling scheme to
save power in a master-slave star topology. A so-called superframe structure is used to
define the basic arbitration scheme of the network, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The master of the
star, which has relatively unlimited power and computing capability compared to the slaves,
periodically broadcasts a beacon indicating the structure of the superframe, i.e. the Beacon
Interval (BI), the superframe duration, and the number of slots for the Contention Access
Period (CAP) and the Contention Free Period (CFP). The minimum beacon length is 26
bytes. The length of the beacon interval cannot be arbitrarily chosen, but is determined by
BI =
16 · 60 · 2BO
SymbolRate
, (3.3)
where the Beacon Order (BO) is an integer between 0 and 14 and SymbolRate is the
symbol rate of the RF transceiver.
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Figure 3.1: The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC Superframe Structure
The beacon also includes the information about to which slave(s) the master has packet(s)
to transmit in the following period. A slave should periodically wake itself up to listen to
the beacon. If the beacon indicates that there is a pending packet for the slave or if the
slave has a packet for the master, the slave keeps awake for the communication in the CAP
or CFP. If there is no packet, the slave goes back to sleep until the next beacon.
In the CAP, slaves use slotted Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) with exponential
backoff to contend with each other for the channel. After getting the access right to the
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channel, an uplink (slave to master) frame is directly sent to the master, then the master
answers an acknowledgement (ACK). This is called a DATA-ACK session. To send a
downlink (master to slave) frame, the slave should first send a data request command to
the master so that the master knows the availability of the slave. The master then sends
the downlink data frame to the slave and waits for an ACK from the slave. This is called a
REQUEST-DATA-ACK session.
In the CFP, a Guaranteed Time Slot (GTS) can be assigned to a certain slave by the
master in the beacon to support time critical streaming applications, e.g. continuous control
signals from a mouse or a game panel. No CSMA is needed in GTSs.
To realize broadcast, the master puts the broadcast packet from the upper layer into
the beacon as payload, so that all the slaves can receive it during listening to the beacon.
However, because of the limited space of the payload in the beacon, up to only 52-byte
upper-layer broadcast packets are supported.
The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer duty cycle scheduling scheme enables a slave to be
awake for only the beacon length in each period when there is no traffic. The ratio between
the beacon length and the beacon interval is the duty cycle. Since the beacon length is
nearly a constant, the only way to reduce the duty cycle is to increase the beacon interval,
which increases the response time on the other side. So a proper beacon interval should be
chosen according to the power and delay requirements of the application.
Note that the superframe can only be used in a star topology with one master, because
beacons from multiple masters could confuse a slave that can hear all of them. For other
topologies, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard provides no power-saving solution.
3.3.2 Preamble Sampling
Preamble Sampling is another MAC layer duty cycle scheduling scheme proposed in [34].
The basic idea of this scheme is shown in Fig. 3.2.
The RF transceiver of a device periodically wakes itself up for a very short time, during
which it detects whether the channel is occupied according to a Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI). If the channel is occupied, the RF transceiver wakes up other parts of
the device to listen to the signal on the channel. Otherwise, it returns to sleep. This is the
so-called sampling. To send a frame to such an RF transceiver that is sampling the channel,
a transmitter has to first transmit a Wake-Up-Signal (WUS) with a length that is at least
17
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Figure 3.2: The Preamble Sampling Basic Idea
equal to the sampling period, so that the sampling RF transceiver is ensured to hear the
WUS and wakes up the device to receive the data frame following the WUS. The WUS in
[34] is a simple sync preamble, called Wake-Up-Preamble (WUP).
The preamble sampling scheme is more efficient in the sense of power-saving compared
to the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC because of the following two reasons. First, the sampling time
(Tsample) is only the receiving time of several bits. It is much shorter than the time required
for hearing a beacon, so the duty cycle of the preamble sampling scheme is less than that
of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC if the sampling period is chosen equal to the beacon interval.
Second, sampling the RSSI can be executed by the RF transceiver alone without the aid
from other modules, while the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC needs a MAC module to parse the
beacon. So the power consumption during the time for sampling the preamble is also less
than that for listening to the beacon in the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. Another advantage of the
preamble sampling scheme is that it could be also deployed into a multiple-master topology
or even a peer-to-peer topology.
One drawback of the preamble sampling scheme is its low efficiency of channel ca-
pacity because of the transmission of the long WUS. The length of the WUS is equal to
the sampling period, which is ideally adapted to the response time of the application – in
the order of hundreds of milliseconds or even longer. However, the data frame length in
WSNs is normally quite short and takes only tens of milliseconds to transmit. As a result,
the WUS become the major traffic on the channel instead of normal frames, which dra-
matically reduces the channel capacity for the normal frames. That is the reason why the
preamble sampling scheme is only well-suited for networks with sporadic traffic where the
channel capacity is not a critical factor.
Another disadvantage of the preamble sampling scheme is the high transmission energy
consumed for sending the long WUS. So it is normally used in a master-slave topology,
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in which the energy constraint of the master is loose so that first, the transmission energy
of the long WUS is not a heavy burden any more; second, the master can keep in receive
mode and the slave needs no WUS before sending a data packet to the master.
The other negative effect caused by the long WUS is overhearing. Since the WUS
has the length of the sampling period, all devices in the transmission range are woken
up. Those devices that hear the WUS but are not the destination of the packet are called
overhearers. They also have to keep awake until they receive the destination address of the
data frame. This overhearing effect drastically decreases the power efficiency achieved by
the short-period low-power RSSI sampling.
3.3.3 WiseMAC
To reduce the disadvantages caused by the long WUS, the so-called WiseMAC (Wireless
Sensor MAC) based on the preamble sampling scheme has been proposed to shorten the
length of the WUS [35–38].
The underlying idea is that if a device knows the sampling schedules of its neighbors, it
can send a very short WUS to wake up the destination device without inducing many over-
hearers. However, to know the schedule, synchronization among neighbors is necessary.
The WiseMAC achieves a loose synchronization by storing a neighbor’s sampling
schedule that is piggybacked on the last received ACK from the neighbor. So a very short
WUS can be used for the next frame according to the stored schedule. However, the insta-
bility of the cheap quartz in small devices causes quite large clock drift, so that the length
of the WUS must be prolonged again to compensate for the clock drift, especially if the
schedule has been received a long time ago.
Assuming the frequency tolerance θ of the quartz is around 30 ppm, and the time
elapsed since the last received schedule is L, the transmitter should start to send a (4θL +
Tsample)-long WUS 2θL ahead of the stored schedule to ensure to wake up the destination
device, as shown in Fig. 3.3. Therefore, the higher is the traffic, the smaller is the L, so
the shorter is the WUS. As a result, overhearing and channel occupation are dramatically
reduced, so that the WiseMAC also works well in relatively high-traffic networks.
The performance of the WiseMAC protocol in a master-slave star topology has been
evaluated in [35]. It consumes around half of the power as the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC in most
cases. In [36], the WiseMAC protocol has also been compared to two other famous sensor
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MAC protocols, S-MAC [25] and T-MAC [26], in a peer-to-peer topology with multihop
routing. The WiseMAC shows again a better result in the sense of power consumption.
Nevertheless, there are still many long WUS in the WiseMAC because of the clock
drift compensation. In this case, the inventors of the WiseMAC have suggested to repeat
the data frame in the WUS instead of using the meaningless WUP, as shown in Fig. 3.4.
The data repetition scheme, which will be called the Rep scheme later, can dramatically
decrease the negative effect caused by overhearing, because each overhearer can receive
a complete data frame after being woken up so that it knows it is an overhearer and goes
back to sleep immediately. The average waiting time for an overhear is 1.5 times of the
data frame transmission time.
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Nominal Sampling Period
Data Data Data DataData
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Figure 3.4: The Data Repetition Basic Idea
3.4 Possibilities for Further Improvement
As described above, the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC is an open global standard. It synchronizes
all the devices by a combination of Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and random
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access. However, it only offers a power-saving mechanism for master-slave star topology,
which highly limits its range of usage.
In the preamble sampling scheme, the RSSI sampling allows the receiver to work more
power efficient for shorter time during the on-duty period compared to the beacon listening
in the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. It gives potential to achieve a much more power-efficient
scheme. The other big advantage of the preamble sampling is that it could be used in any
network topology.
However, the preamble sampling scheme is totally asynchronous, so that a very long
WUS is needed, which not only is channel inefficient, but also generates too many over-
hearers wasting a large amount of energy. To this end, the WiseMAC protocol has been
proposed to shorten the length of the WUS by loosely synchronizing the neighboring de-
vices, which improves the preamble sampling scheme.
Nonetheless, long WUSs are still needed in many cases. Firstly, the very beginning
packets between the neighbors should be sent with a long WUS, which occurs frequently
for a mobile device. Secondly, the clock drift compensation requires a longer WUS that
could be up to the length of the sampling period for a low-traffic case. Thirdly, a broadcast
packet must always use a long WUS to wake up all the neighbors. Besides application
layer broadcast and multicast traffic, broadcast packets are also sent frequently in networks
with mobile devices during network discovery, handshaking, multihop routing, etc.
To this end, the Rep scheme has been proposed to reduce the negative effect caused
by the long WUS. Although data repetition can improve the WiseMAC, it is not the best
choice in case of long WUS because of the following reasons:
• Repeating data is not efficient enough for long data frames, because each overhear
has to wait 1.5 times of the data frame transmission time on the average.
• The destination of a unicast frame still has to wait until the end of the last repetition
of the data frame to answer the ACK, wasting a lot of energy.
The Sindrion system has quite a number of long packets because of the UPnP and
TCP/UDP/IP protocol stack. The advertisement and search messages in UPnP are
at least 100 bytes in length [7], and the application control packet is from 2 to 500 bytes
in length (mostly around 20 bytes). Adding the TCP/UDP/IP header, the MAC header,
and the PHY overhead such as ECC and modulation coding, the overall length of a data
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frame is longer than 100 bytes and even up to several hundreds bytes, which is very long
for WSNs.
Therefore, for the Sindrion system, there is still space for further improving the pream-
ble sampling scheme by optimizing the case of long data frames.
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As discussed in Chp. 3, MAC layer duty cycle scheduling combined with a dedicated hard-
ware power domain structure is the key method to realize an ultra low-power Sindrion
Transceiver. In this chapter, the so-called Wake-Up-Frame (WUF) scheme is proposed
to further improve the preamble sampling scheme with the help of an elaborate multiple
power domain hardware architecture. Furthermore, the combination of the WUF scheme
and the WiseMAC is also discussed.
Note that to make the description clearer, the basic preamble sampling scheme using
theWUP in [34] is called theWUP scheme in the rest of the dissertation, the term preamble
sampling denotes only the general concept that a receiver periodically samples the channel,
and the preamble sampling scheme includes all the schemes that use the preamble sampling
technology.
4.1 Multiple Power Domain Hardware Architecture
Fig. 4.1 shows the basic hardware structure of the Sindrion Transceiver prototype. It com-
prises four major parts: an RF transceiver, an FPGA, a microcontroller, and an RTC. Note
that external memory and sensor/actuator are not included in this figure for simplicity.
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Figure 4.1: The Sindrion Hardware Architecture
The device is divided into three power domains as follows.
1. RF Transceiver: When there is no traffic on the network, only the RF transceiver
periodically wakes itself up to sample the channel.
The TDA5255E1 [27] is chosen as the RF transceiver, because it provides a so-called
self-polling mode, which facilitates the preamble sampling scheme by default. In the
self-polling mode, the RF transceiver is periodically woken up by an internal timer.
Upon sampling, the RF transceiver detects the level of the RSSI and the data rate of
the demodulated signal. If the RSSI exceeds a programmable threshold and the data
rate matches a predetermined value, a pulse is generated on an output pin, which
could be used to wake up other components of the device. This Data Rate Detection
(DRD) function is completed within a very short time period, typcially the length of
3 Manchester-coded bits, i.e. 6 ASK/FSK modulated symbols.
Compared to the traditional preamble sampling based simply on the RSSI, this DRD
function could significantly improve the system power efficiency by decreasing the
unnecessary wake-up. If only the RSSI is used as the sampling criteria, strong noise
or interference from other systems using the same frequency band could also wake
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up the device. This is especially important for a wireless network operating in the
ISM-band, where typically a number of systems share the same frequency band gen-
erating a lot of interference. Moreover, different data rates can be used for the WUS
and other normal frames, respectively, so that data frames and ACKs cannot wake
up overhearers because of the DRD, which further reduces the probability of unnec-
essary wake-up. To further prove the advantage of using DRD, quantitative analysis
is conducted in Sec. 5.2.4.
2. FPGA:When the RF transceiver detects a signal with enough strength and valid data
rate, the FPGA [28] is woken up to receive the data frame. If the frame is addressed
to this device, the FPGA wakes up the microcontroller.
3. Microcontroller: After being woken up by the FPGA, the microcontroller [29]
processes the received data frame accordingly.
Besides, an RTC [30] is always running for the need of UPnP discovery. This RTC will
be also utilized by the WUF scheme, which will be introduced later.
By combining this delicate power domain structure, the MAC layer duty cycle schedul-
ing, and other power management facilities of the microcontroller, different components
can be woken up only on demand to save power.
4.2 The Wake-Up-Frame Scheme Description
4.2.1 The Wake-Up-Preamble Scheme
Before introducing the WUF scheme, it is necessary to first show how the WUP scheme
works on the aforementioned hardware architecture (See Fig. 4.2).
In the figure, a low level of the line means the component is in sleep state, a high level
in working state (receiving, transmitting, idling, or calculating), and a slope in setup state.
The meanings of the shown parameters are: Tsample and Tcycle are the times for sampling
and cycle period (i.e. the sampling period in Sec. 3.3.2), respectively; Ts rf , Ts fpga, and
Ts µc denoted by slopes are the setup times for the RF transceiver, the FPGA, and the
microcontroller; Tdata and Tack are the times needed to transmit a data frame and an ACK
frame; Tto addr is the time to transmit a data frame until the destination MAC address; Tt
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Figure 4.2: The Wake-Up-Preamble Scheme
is the transition time between transmit and receive modes of the RF transceiver; Tµc is the
time needed for the microcontroller to process the data frame.
The operation of the transmitter, the destination, and the overhearer in theWUP scheme
are as follows:
• Transmitter: For calculating the length of the WUP (Twup), the worst case should
be taken into consideration. I.e. the beginning of the WUP just misses the sampling
period of the destination, and the setup time of the RF transceiver and of the FPGA
should also be included.
• Destination: When the destination RF transceiver detects the WUP, it wakes up
the FPGA, and then the FPGA sets the RF transceiver into normal receive mode.
Afterwards, both the RF transceiver and the FPGA have to wait for the data frame.
After the data frame has been received by the FPGA, the microcontroller is woken up
to answer the ACK and process the data. After sending the ACK, the RF transceiver
and the FPGA go to sleep.
• Overhearer: The RF transceiver and the FPGA are woken up in the same way as
in the destination case. However, when the FPGA receives the destination MAC
address of the data frame, it knows that it is an overhearer, and then it switches off
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the RF transceiver and itself. Note that it is not necessary to wait until the end of the
data frame, but just until the destination MAC address.
The negative effect of the longWUP is obvious. Both the destination and the overhearer
have nothing to do but wait during the shadowed areas as shown in Fig. 4.2. The length
of this unnecessary waiting time is approximately Tcycle/2 on the average, which is in the
order of hundreds millisecond or even longer, wasting a large amount of energy.
4.2.2 The Wake-Up-Frame Scheme
To eliminate the unnecessary waiting time in the WUP scheme, we propose to send a
wake-up-frame (WUF) instead of the meaningless WUP. The WUF comprises multiple
Short Wake-Up-Frames (SWUFs) as shown in Fig. 4.3. Each SWUF is a complete but
very short MAC frame containing the destination MAC address, a special position field,
and a CRC checksum. The position field is a successively decreasing integer indicating
the position of the SWUF in the whole WUF, as shown by the number n down to 1 in the
figure.
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The operation of the transmitter, the destination, and the overhearer in theWUF scheme
are as follows:
• Transmitter: The length of the SWUF (Tswuf ) is a constant because all frame fields
are fixed. For calculating the length of the WUF (Twuf ), the worst case should be
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taken into consideration. I.e. the beginning of the WUF just misses the sampling
period of the destination, and the setup time of the RF transceiver (Ts rf ) and the
FPGA (Ts fpga) should also be included. Furthermore, an additional SWUF should
be added to ensure that the receiver can hear at least one complete SWUF after being
woken up. Note that (Tcycle+Ts fpga+Ts rf ) normally cannot be exactly divided by
the Tswuf , so an extra padding field is used at the beginning of the WUF, as shown in
the Fig. 4.3.
• Destination: When the destination RF transceiver detects the WUF at any place, it
wakes up the FPGA, and then the FPGA sets the RF transceiver into normal receive
mode. Afterwards, the FPGA can receive a complete SWUF, e.g. SWUF number 4
in the figure. So it knows that it is the destination according to the destination MAC
address in the SWUF. Then it calculates the remaining time before the data frame
comes based on the position field. The calculation is simple because the length and
the data rate of the SWUF are constants and known by each device. If the calculated
result shows that the remaining time is still long enough, the FPGA switches off the
RF transceiver, sets a timer in the RTC, and goes to sleep. Just before the data frame
comes, the RTC wakes up the FPGA, then the FPGA wakes up the RF transceiver,
so that they can receive the data frame. When the data frame is correctly received,
the microcontroller is woken up to answer the ACK and process the data.
• Overhearer: The RF transceiver and the FPGA are woken up in the same way as in
the destination case. However, when the FPGA receives an SWUF, it knows that it
is an overhearer so that it can switch off the RF transceiver and itself immediately.
Note that, unlike in the WUP scheme, the FPGA of both the destination and the over-
hearer must receive a complete SWUF with correct Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) to
ensure that the decoded the destination MAC address is correct. If the CRC check is wrong,
the FPGA should wait for another SWUF.
By sending multiple SWUFs, the RF transceiver and the FPGA of both the destina-
tion and the overhearer can go to sleep during the unnecessary waiting time in the WUP
scheme, as shown by the shadowed areas in Fig. 4.3. The on time of the RF transceiver and
the FPGA are limited to around 1.5Tswuf on the average. Since the SWUF is very short
containing only the basic MAC header, the destination MAC address, and a one-byte posi-
tion field, it takes only several milliseconds for transmitting. Therefore, the WUF scheme
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minimizes the unnecessary waiting time from hundreds of milliseconds down to several
milliseconds for each data frame. This drastically reduces the power consumption of both
the destination and the overhearer.
4.3 The Wake-Up-Frame Scheme Analysis
This section qualitatively analyzes the gain and cost of the WUF scheme compared to
the IEEE802.15.4 MAC and the WUP scheme based on the specially designed hardware
architecture.
• IEEE 802.15.4 MAC: As aforementioned in Sec. 3.3.1, the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
is a global open standard supporting low-rate time critical streaming applications.
However, it provides power-saving mechanism only for a star topology with one
master. Moreover, the duty cycle scheduling using the periodical beacon generates
relatively high overhead, which not only consumes the power but also occupies the
channel. This overhead should not be so significant for WPANs with high traffic.
However, it could be a heavy burden for low-traffic WSNs. Another point is that
the programming effort and the code size for the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC are relatively
high, because supporting a combination of TDMA and CSMA random access is not
a so simple task, especially for a low-cost slave device.
• The WUP Scheme: The WUP scheme based on the preamble sampling technology
uses short-period and low-power DRD sampling instead of listening to the beacon in
the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. It not only dramatically decreases the power consumption,
but also enables the protocol to work in any topology. The drawback of the WUP
scheme is that the very long WUP for each data frame generates a long unnecessary
waiting time for the destination as well as the overhears. Furthermore, it occupies a
lot of channel so that it is not well suited to work in a high-traffic network. However,
when the traffic is low, the long WUP could occupy less channel than the periodical
beacon in the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. Concerning the programming complexity, the
WUP scheme using CSMA with exponential backoff is definitely simpler than the
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC.
• The WUF Scheme: The WUF scheme drastically decreases the average unneces-
sary waiting time for both the destination and the overhearer from 0.5Tcycle down
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to 1.5Tswuf . However, the WUF has basically the same length as the WUP, so it
still works only for low-traffic networks. The complexity overhead introduced by
the WUF scheme is not significant. Firstly, the FPGA decodes the MAC address of
the SWUF. However, address decoding is nevertheless needed for data frame, so the
same block can be reused. Secondly, the FPGA calculates the remaining time before
the data frame according to the received position field. This is just a single multi-
plication of two integers: the position field and a constant denoting the transmitting
time of an SWUF. Thirdly, the FPGA needs a hardware connection and a software
routine for setting the RTC, which is also not a big issue. All in all, the additional
effort introduced by the WUF scheme is minor compared to the significant amount
of power it could save.
4.4 Wake-Up-Frame and WiseMAC Combination
The WUF scheme saves power by minimizing the unnecessary waiting time. But it cannot
solve the low channel capacity problem caused by the long WUS. However, as mentioned
in Sec. 3.3.3, the WiseMAC shortens the length of the WUS to reduce the channel occupa-
tion as well as the power consumption. Nevertheless, long WUS still exists widely because
of the clock drift, the mobility of devices, and the broadcast and multicast traffic. The
WiseMAC has also proposed to repeat the data frame instead of the meaningless WUP to
further reduce the power consumption in case of a long WUS. However, the Rep scheme
has an average unnecessary waiting time of around 1.5Tdata for overhearers. It is much
longer than the 1.5Tswuf in the WUF scheme, especially for the quite long Sindrion data
frame as mentioned in Sec. 3.4.
The WUF scheme and the WiseMAC optimize the preamble sampling technology via
different methods and they are complementary to each other. Therefore, a combination of
them is supposed to generate a further optimized solution based on the preamble sampling
technology. The way of combination is just transmitting multiple SWUFs instead of the
meaningless WUP in the WiseMAC protocol when the WUS is long.
To estimate the performance of the proposed WUF scheme and the idea of combining
the WUF scheme and the WiseMAC, analytical computations will be conducted in Chp. 5
to compare them with the related work in a master-slave star topology.
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In this chapter, analytical computation is conducted to evaluate the performance of the
proposed WUF scheme and the combination of the WUF scheme and the WiseMAC. For
simplicity, the analytical computation is based on a master-slave star topology with only
downlink traffic that obeys the Poisson process traffic model (See Sec. 6.2.5 for the detailed
explanation of the traffic model). The power consumption of the slave, response time,
and channel occupation of the following schemes are computed for both the unicast and
broadcast traffic.
• The WUP scheme: The original preamble sampling scheme using meaningless
WUP.
• The Rep scheme: It repeats the data frame instead of the meaningless WUP.
• The WUF scheme: The WUF is used instead of the meaningless WUP. This is the
scheme proposed in Chp. 4.
• The WiseMAC+WUP scheme: The basis of the WiseMAC using shortened mean-
ingless WUP.
• The WiseMAC+Rep scheme: Repetition of the data frame is used instead of the
meaningless WUP, if the WUS in the WiseMAC is long.
• TheWiseMAC+WUF scheme: The WUF instead of the meaningless WUP is used,
if the WUS in the WiseMAC is long. This is the combination scheme proposed in
Chp. 4.
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• Ideal Preamble Sampling: It is the ideal case for the preamble sampling technology.
I.e. the transmitter always knows the exact schedule of the destination so that a very
short WUP can be used, i.e. the length of the sampling time. It is used as a reference
for the ideal case.
• The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC: The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC using superframe and beacon.
5.1 Computation Principle
The detailed computation procedures are depicted in Appendix A. This chapter will only
use the WiseMAC+WUP as an example to explain the principle of the computation. The
meanings and values of the used parameters are listed in Appendix B.
The interarrival interval of a Poisson process traffic model is exponentially distributed
with a probability density function
p(t) = λe−λt, (5.1)
and a cumulative distribution function
f(t) = 1− e−λt. (5.2)
As mentioned in Sec. 3.3.3, under a certain threshold of the interval, the WiseMAC enables
a shortened WUS, which is denoted by
Tth =
Tcycle
4θ
, (5.3)
where θ is the clock drift of the device.
The probability to generate an interval that is less than Tth (case 1) is
p1 = p(t < Tth) = f(Tth) = 1− e−λTth , (5.4)
and that is larger than Tth (case 2) is
p2 = p(t ≥ Tth) = 1− f(Tth) = e−λTth . (5.5)
Case 1: interval < Tth
As shown in Fig. 5.1, when the interval is less than Tth, the length of the shortened
WUP is
Tpre1 = 4θTitvl + Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf , (5.6)
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where Titvl is the Poisson interarrival interval. The average power consumption of receiving
one packet for the destination device is
Pdst1 = Pˆrf rx(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf − Ts fpga + Tdata + Ts µc)
+Pˆrf tx(Tt + Tack)
+Pˆfpga(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack)
+Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc)
.
= ATitvl +B. (5.7)
Note that the power consumption of a component during setup time is assumed to be the
normal power consumption of the component, e.g. RF receiving power is used for RF
setup.
For an overhearer, there are two cases. In the first case, the overhearer is woken up by
the first (4θTitvl + Tsample) part of the Tpre1, so the overhearer can receive the following
data frame and make decision according to the destination address. The probability of this
case is
povh1 1 =
4θTitvl + Tsample
Tpre1
, (5.8)
and the average power consumption in this case is
Povh1 1 = Pˆrf rx(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf − Ts fpga + Tto addr)
+Pˆfpga(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tto addr)
.
= ATitvl + C. (5.9)
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In the second case, the overhearer is woken up by the last (Ts fpga + Ts rf ) part of the
Tpre1, so the overhearer has no time to setup to receive the following data frame. As a result,
it has to wait one Tcycle if nothing is received after being woken up, because overhearers do
not know the length of the WUP. The probability of this case is
povh1 2 =
Ts fpga + Ts rf
Tpre1
, (5.10)
and the power consumption in this case is
Povh1 2 = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + Tcycle) + Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tcycle). (5.11)
So the average power consumption of receiving one packet for an overhearer is
Povh1 = Povh1 1 · povh1 1 + Povh1 2 · povh1 2. (5.12)
Since the preamble is shortened, only part of the slaves are woken up to become over-
hearers. The probability that a slave is woken up is Tpre1
Tcycle
. So the power consumption of
receiving one packet for each slave in case 1 (Titvl < Tth) is
P ′pkt1 = Pdst1
1
N
+ Povh1
Tpre1
Tcycle
N − 1
N
.= FT 2itvl +GTitvl +H, (5.13)
where N is the number of slaves, F, G and H are intermediate variables that are not func-
tions of Titvl. The average power consumption of receiving one packet for each slave is the
expectation of P ′pkt1
Ppkt1 = E
(
P ′pkt1
)
=
∫ Tth
0
(Ft2 +Gt+H)
p(t)
p1
dt
=
∫ Tth
0
(Ft2 +Gt+H)
λ
p1
e−λtdt
= 2F
1
λ2
+
(
G− 2FTth p2
p1
)
1
λ
+
(
H −GTth p2
p1
− FT 2th
p2
p1
)
. (5.14)
Case 2: interval ≥ Tth
When the interval is greater than Tth, the length used for the WUP is the same as for
the normal WUP scheme. Assume that the average power consumption of receiving one
packet for each slave in case 2 is Ppkt2.
Overall
All in all, the average power consumption of receiving one unicast packet for each slave
in the WiseMAC+WUP is
PpktWiseMAC+WUP U = Ppkt1 · p1 + Ppkt2 · p2. (5.15)
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If the master sends unicast packets to each slave with a Poisson arrival rate of λ, the power
consumption of each slave device is
PWiseMAC+WUP U = PpktWiseMAC+WUP U · λN + Pno traffic, (5.16)
where Pno traffic is the power consumption of the device in no traffic case.
This is the basic principle for computing the power consumption of theWiseMAC+WUP
scheme with downlink unicast traffic. Please see Appendix A for the detailed computation
procedures of all the schemes.
5.2 Computation Results
The analytical computations of the different schemes have been evaluated using C program.
Now the computational results will be presented and discussed.
5.2.1 Power Consumption and Battery Lifetime
No Traffic
The power consumption of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC and the preamble sampling in the no
traffic case is shown in Fig. 5.2. The preamble sampling denotes all the schemes based on
the preamble sampling technology, because they have the same results when there is no
traffic. Note that the cycle period of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC cannot be chosen arbitrarily,
but is calculated based on Equ. 3.3. With a BO from 3 to 8, the following cycle periods can
be derived: 76.8 ms, 153.6 ms, 307.2 ms, 614.4 ms, 1228.8 ms, 2457.6 ms. As shown in
Fig. 5.2, the preamble sampling consumes much less power than the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC,
especially when the cycle period is short.
Which cycle period should be used is a very important issue, which is determined by
the response time required by the application. The Sindrion system could be used for real
time control purpose, e.g. switching on/off a light, so the response time should be shorter
than one second. Therefore, a cycle period of 614.4ms is supposed to be a good choice,
which will be used for the later computational results.
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Figure 5.2: Battery Lifetime of Preamble Sampling and IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
(No Traffic, Analytical)
If a 3V battery with 1000 mAh is assumed, the battery lifetime of the preamble sam-
pling with a cycle period of 614.4 ms can reach more than one year, which is about twice
of that of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. Note that the self-discharging effect of the battery is
not considered here.
This no traffic case shows the advantage of using short-period and low-power DRD
sampling compared to the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC beacon listening, which is exactly the
reason why preamble sampling technology is potentially more power-efficient than the
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC.
Unicast
The battery lifetime of all the schemes in a star topology with 10 slaves and only downlink
traffic is shown in Fig. 5.3. The cycle period of the preamble sampling and the beacon
interval of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC are both 614.4 ms. Packets from the master to each
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slave are modelled by the Poisson process with an arrival rate of λ indicated on the x-
axis. Thus, the overall packet arrival rate in the network is 10 · λ. Note that only up to 1
packet/s overall traffic is considered, because the channel is almost saturated by the long
WUS of the WUP scheme and the WUF scheme in such a traffic load. For the WiseMAC
and the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC, even higher overall traffic is possible, but an overall traffic
of 1 packet/s is already very high covering most applications for WSNs. The length of the
data frame is 108 bytes (see traffic model in Sec. 6.2.5).
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Figure 5.3: Battery Lifetime of all the Schemes
(10 slaves, Unicast, Downlink, Analytical)
From the Fig. 5.3, we can see that the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC is the least affected scheme
by the increase of the traffic. However, its battery lifetime is short because of the inef-
ficiency of beacon listening. The WUP scheme works very well when traffic is very low.
However, it is worse than the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC in a high traffic load, because the unnec-
essary waiting time in both the destination and overhearers drastically decreases its battery
lifetime. The Rep scheme shortens the average unnecessary waiting time from 0.5Tcycle to
1.5Tdata for overhearers, so its battery lifetime is much longer than that of theWUP scheme
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in high traffic load. However, since the Tdata is quite long in the Sindrion system, it still
works not very well when traffic is very high. However, the WUF scheme has a further
shortened average unnecessary waiting time of 1.5Tswuf , which makes it have a battery
lifetime that is almost always better than that of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC.
The WiseMAC+WUP shortens the WUS especially when the traffic is high, so its bat-
tery lifetime is even better than the WUF scheme in high traffic load. However, its curve
has a trough in medium traffic load, where it works not as good as the Rep scheme and the
WUF scheme. To this end, the WiseMAC+Rep and the WiseMAC+WUF further improve
the battery lifetime. However, the difference between these three schemes are not so clear
in Fig. 5.3, because the small number of slaves causing too little overhearing. A clearer
result is shown in Fig. 5.4, where the number of slaves is 100.
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(100 slaves, Unicast, Downlink, Analytical)
In this case, the trough of the WiseMAC+WUP curve is much more distinct. The
reason why the curve of theWiseMAC+WUP has such a shape can be explained as follows.
When the traffic is very low, the WiseMAC+WUP makes no difference from the WUP
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scheme, so they have almost the same tendency. With the increase of the traffic, more and
more shortened WUSs are used, so the WiseMAC+WUP performs better than the WUP.
When the traffic is further increased, the length of the WUS is quite short so that no much
unnecessary waiting time is induced. As a result, the WiseMAC+WUP has even longer
battery lifetime in high traffic case than in lower traffic case, so the curve goes up creating
the trough. Nonetheless, the curve finally goes down again when the traffic is very high.
Compared to the WiseMAC+WUP, the Rep scheme and the WUF scheme are bet-
ter in sense of power consumption during the trough of the WiseMAC+WUP curve, and
are worse when the traffic is very high. Therefore, the combination schemes, i.e. the
WiseMAC+Rep and the WiseMAC+WUF, generate better overall results as shown in the
Fig. 5.4. The curves of the two combination schemes have no trough anymore but are
monotonously descending.
Note that, in the very high traffic case, the performance of the WiseMAC+Rep is even
worse than that of theWiseMAC+WUP. The reason is as follows. As mentioned in Sec. 4.1,
different data rates are used for the WUS and normal frames, so that the data frame cannot
wake up overhearers. However, the Rep scheme can use only one data rate for all repeated
data frames, so the last repetition of the data can also wake up overhearers. When the
traffic is high, the preamble is very short, so the WiseMAC+Rep generates much more
overhearers than the WiseMAC+WUP wasting more energy. This phenomenon just shows
the advantage of using different data rates for the WUS and normal frames. Note that
an ACK can also wake up overhearers in the WiseMAC+Rep consuming more energy,
which is not taken into consideration in the analytical calculation in Sec. A.6. However,
the degradation caused by the ACK is supposed to be not very significant, because first the
ACK is very short, and second a slave might not be able to hear an ACK from another slave
because they could be out of the transmission range of each other.
The comparison between the WiseMAC+WUF and the WiseMAC+Rep is also shown
in Fig. 5.4. When λ ranges from 0.001 packet/s to 0.01 packet/s, the WiseMAC+WUF has
a battery lifetime gain of from 14% to 37% over the WiseMAC+Rep. The reason behind
is that, compared to the WiseMAC+Rep, the WiseMAC+WUF shortens the unnecessary
waiting time of each overhearer by 1.5(Tdata − Tswuf ) on the average for each transmitted
data frame. So the longer and the more the data transmitted, the higher the gain that the
WiseMAC+WUF achieves. Note that theWiseMAC+WUF shows a curve that is very close
to the ideal case.
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When the number of slaves is further increased to 1000, the battery lifetimes of the
different schemes are shown in Fig. 5.5. Because of the large number of overhearers, the
WiseMAC+WUP is always worse than the Rep scheme and the WUF scheme if the max-
imal overall traffic is limited to 1 packet/s. The WiseMAC+Rep also works not very well
with such a large number of slaves. Its battery lifetime is shorter than the WUF scheme in
most cases, and is similar to the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC when the traffic is very high. How-
ever, the WiseMAC+WUF still performs quite well, and a battery lifetime gain of up to
40% over the WiseMAC+Rep can be achieved.
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Figure 5.5: Battery Lifetime of all the Schemes
(1000 slaves, Unicast, Downlink, Analytical)
Scalability
From Fig. 5.3 to Fig. 5.5, we can see that various schemes perform differently when the
number of slaves increases. The scalability of these schemes are more clearly shown in
Fig. 5.6, when the packet arrival rate to each slave is λ = 0.001 packet/s.
The curve of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC is almost a constant showing that it scales very
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Figure 5.6: Scalability of all the Schemes
(λ = 0.001, Unicast, Downlink, Analytical)
well. However, its battery lifetime is always at a relatively low level. The battery lifetime
of the WUP scheme goes down very quickly when the number of slaves increases. Taking
its curves in Fig. 5.3 to Fig. 5.5 into consideration, the WUP scheme is so sensitive to the
traffic load and the number of slaves because of the long unnecessary waiting time that it
is actually a practically infeasible scheme.
When λ = 0.001 packet/s, the Rep scheme and the WiseMAC+WUP have almost the
same battery lifetime as well as the scalability. The WiseMAC+Rep is slightly better than
the WUF scheme, but it scales not very well and decreases down to the level of the IEEE
802.15.4 MAC finally. However, the WiseMAC+WUF performs still quite well even when
the number of slaves goes up to 1000.
Frame Length
As mentioned in Sec. 3.4 and Sec. 4.4, data repetition is not efficient for long data frames.
To estimate how the schemes are affected by the length of the data, a frame length rang-
ing from 50 bytes to 500 bytes is used in calculation when the number of slaves is 100
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Figure 5.7: Frame Length of all the Schemes
(λ = 0.001, Unicast, Downlink, Analytical)
and λ = 0.001 packet/s, as shown in Fig. 5.7. We can see that only the two data repeti-
tion schemes are sensitive to the frame length, because they have an average unnecessary
waiting time of 1.5Tdata, while using WUF has a constant value of 1.5Tswuf . Therefore,
with the expansion of the frame length, the battery lifetime gain of the WiseMAC+WUF
over the WiseMAC+Rep becomes increasingly bigger. When the frame length is over 200
bytes, the WiseMAC+Rep consumes even more power than the WUF scheme.
Broadcast
The battery lifetime of different schemes with broadcast traffic is shown in Fig. 5.8, where
λ denotes the arrival rate of the broadcast packet from the master to all slaves. Since long
WUS is necessary in the broadcast case for waking up all the slaves, the WiseMAC has no
more effect, and there is also no ideal preamble sampling case. As a result, only the WUP
scheme, the Rep scheme, the WUF scheme, and the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC are compared.
When traffic is very low, the preamble sampling has nearly twice of the battery lifetime
as the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. When the traffic increases, the WUP scheme again declines
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(Broadcast, Downlink, Analytical)
quickly, while the Rep scheme and the WUF scheme show much better results. However,
the WUF scheme has only slight gain over the Rep scheme, because there is no overhearing
in broadcast case. Note that the results shown in Fig. 5.8 are valid for any number of slaves.
5.2.2 Channel Occupation
As mentioned in Sec. 3.3.2, one big drawback of the preamble sampling scheme is the low
channel efficiency caused by the long WUS. To this end, the WiseMAC shortens the length
of the WUS to improve the power consumption as well as the channel efficiency. Next,
the channel occupation of the basic preamble sampling scheme including the WUP, Rep,
and WUF scheme, the WiseMAC+WUP/Rep/WUF, and the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC will be
compared. Fig. 5.9 shows the channel occupation versus the packet arrival rate λ in a star
topology with 10 slaves.
The channel occupations of the three variants in the basic preamble sampling scheme
are basically the same, which goes up drastically with the increase of the λ. However,
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(10 slaves, Unicast, Downlink, Analytical)
when λ < 0.001 packet/s, the basic preamble sampling scheme occupies even less channel
than the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. This is the working range of the basic preamble sampling
scheme. When λ > 0.01 packet/s, the basic preamble sampling scheme occupies too much
channel to work well. The three variants of the WiseMAC have also basically the same
channel occupation, which is very close to the ideal case and is always much smaller than
that of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC.
Fig. 5.10 shows the channel occupation of the schemes with the number of slaves of
100. When λ is very small, the WiseMAC occupies still less channel than the IEEE
802.15.4 MAC. When λ increases, the channel occupation of the WiseMAC surpasses
that of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. However, the difference in between is quite small.
When the number of the slaves is very big, e.g. 1000, the channel occupation of the
WiseMAC is much bigger than that of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC, as shown in Fig. 5.11.
However, it is still limited into a reasonable range compared to the basic preamble sampling
scheme.
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From the Fig. 5.9 through Fig. 5.11, we can see that the channel occupation of the
WiseMAC is affected by two major facts. First, the smaller is the λ, the longer is the WUS,
so the more is the channel occupied by each data transmission. Second, the bigger is the
λ and the number of slaves, the more is the overall traffic, so the higher is the channel
occupation.
5.2.3 Response Time
Another very important system parameter in WSNs is response time, which is a require-
ment determined by the application. The average response time of the schemes are shown
in Fig. 5.12. The response time for a unicast packet is defined as the time difference be-
tween the time point that a packet is available in the transmitter’s network layer ready
for MAC transmission and the time point that the corresponding ACK is received by the
transmitter’s MAC layer from the receiver.
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Figure 5.12: Response Time of all the Schemes
(100 slaves, Unicast, Downlink, Analytical)
The average response time of the basic preamble sampling scheme is around one cycle
period, and that of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC is around half cycle period. To this end, one
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question may arise whether it is fair to compare the battery lifetime of them when they have
different response time. To answer this question, it should be considered that the response
time of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC is uniformly distributed roughly between zero and one
cycle period, whereas the response time of the basic preamble sampling scheme is just
around one cycle period. It means that both schemes are designed to fulfill the response
time of one cycle period, although the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC has a shorter average response
time.
The average response time of the WiseMAC is not a constant but a descending curve
with the increase of the λ. It is because that the bigger is λ, the shorter is the WUS, so the
shorter is the response time.
5.2.4 Others
Besides the analytical comparison of the performance of the difference schemes, other two
issues are also worth being quantitatively discussed as follows.
DRD vs. RSSI
As mentioned in Sec. 4.1, the used RF transceiver provides a DRD function during sam-
pling, so that the RF transceiver only can be woken up by a signal with certain data rate
and RSSI. Compared to the simple RSSI criterion, strong noise and interference from other
systems using the same frequency band cannot wake up the RF transceiver. Thus, energy
is saved because of the fewer unnecessary wake-up.
However, the DRD takes the reception time of at least 3 Manchester-coded bits (6
symbols) plus the time needed for setting up the RSSI, which is longer than the time needed
by the simple RSSI criteria, i.e. only the RSSI setup time.
If 70 ksymbol/s data rate is used for the WUS, 6 symbols take 0.086 ms. However,
the measured results show that a practical value is 0.4 ms because of the disturbance of
the channel. Including the setup time of the RF transceiver receive mode (2.2 ms) and the
setup time of the RSSI (0.4 ms), the actual working time of one channel sampling is 3 ms
using DRD. However, using only RSSI takes 2.6 ms.
As a result, using DRD increases the sampling time as well as the power consumption.
Therefore, whether it is worth to use DRD should be decided after further quantitative
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analysis, see Appendix A.9 for the detailed analytical computation based on the WUF
scheme.
Fig. 5.13 shows the result of the analytical computation. In the no traffic case, using
DRD keeps a constant battery lifetime because there is ideally no wake-up caused by noise
and interference. When the occupied channel by noise and interference is smaller than 3%,
using simple RSSI has a slightly longer battery lifetime than using DRD because of the
shorter sampling time. However, when the percentage of channel occupation increases, the
battery lifetime of using simple RSSI decreases dramatically.
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Figure 5.13: RSSI vs. DRD (No Traffic, Analytical)
The ISM-band is shared by a lot of wireless communication systems, and it is also
subject to noise caused by electronic appliances such as microwave ovens. Thus, there is
typically a substantial amount of interference and noise. Therefore, although using simple
RSSI achieves slightly better battery lifetime in the low-noise case, using DRD should be
a better choice due to its much better performance for typical channel conditions.
Furthermore, with the DRD it is also possible to use different data rates for the WUS
and the data frame respectively, so that the data frame cannot wake up overhears, as men-
tioned in Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 5.2.1, giving more power-saving potentials.
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Short MAC Address and Header Compression
As aforementioned in Sec. 3.2, fewer transmission is supposed to be not an efficient way to
save power in a low-traffic WSN. To prove this assumption, header compression and short
MAC address are simulated as examples. According to [15], the 40-byte TCP/IP header
is compressed to 3 bytes through some negotiation between the source and destination.
In [14], short MAC address with minimal variable length is dynamically assigned to each
device, which also needs some negotiations.
To simplify the simulation, first, the negotiation is neglected; second, UDP/IP packet
with 28-byte header is used instead of the TCP/IP packet, which is also shortened to 3
byte; third, a 1-byte short MAC address is assumed for both source and destination instead
of the 8-byte IEEE MAC address [39]. As a result, totally (28 − 3) + (8 − 1) × 2 = 39
bytes are saved for each transmitted data packet. Since a normal data packet before ECC
and modulation coding is 70-byte long (see Sec. 6.2.5), the length of the data packet is
compressed to less than 50% of the original length, which is a quite high compression
ratio.
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Fig. 5.14 shows the analytical results based on the downlink traffic in star topology with
100 slaves. It clearly illustrates that the battery lifetime gain is very small with such a high
compression ratio. If the negotiation overhead is included, the gain will be further smaller
or even negative.
From this result, it is also expected that other methods of fewer transmission such as
information fusion and minimized transmission power have also no significant effect on
power-saving in low-traffic WSNs, because most of the system power is consumed by
standby mode instead of data transmission.
5.3 Analytical Conclusion
From the results of analytical computation, the following conclusions can be made.
In the sense of power consumption, the WUF scheme is a better choice compared to
the WUP scheme and the Rep scheme. Its power consumption is also much lower than that
of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC except when the traffic is very high. By combining the WUF
scheme and the WiseMAC, the power consumption is further reduced. When the traffic is
high, the WiseMAC+WUF scheme is much more power efficient than the WiseMAC+Rep
and the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC.
In the sense of channel efficiency, the WUF scheme shows even better results than the
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC, when the overall traffic is very low. However, the WUF scheme
is not suitable for high traffic networks. To this end, the WiseMAC+WUF has a much
lower channel occupation. When the number of slaves is not too big (less than 100), the
WiseMAC+WUF is more channel efficient than the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. When the num-
ber of slaves as well as the overall traffic increases to a very high level, theWiseMAC+WUF
occupies much more channel than the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. However, the channel occupa-
tion is still limited within a reasonable range compared to the WUF scheme.
Another very important point is that the IEEE 802.15.4MAC supports power-saving for
only one master, so it cannot be used for networks with multiple masters, e.g. the Sindrion.
The above conclusion is according to analytical computation, which is just a rough
estimation based on optimistic assumptions. To prove the correctness of the analytical
computation, and to further evaluate the performance of the schemes in a more realistic
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environment, simulation should be conducted. The simulation models will be introduced
in Chp. 6, and simulation schemes and results will be illustrated in Chp. 7.
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6.1 Simulation Framework
In Chp. 5, the performance of the proposed WUF scheme and of the WiseMAC+WUF
scheme have been compared to all the other schemes by analytical computation. However,
the analytical results are based on optimistic assumptions: one master star topology, only
downlink traffic, no collision, and no noise or interference. These are not the real working
situation for a WSN. Therefore, further evaluation should be conducted to estimate the
performance of the schemes based on more realistic traffic and channel models. For this
purpose, a simulation platform is established and will be introduced in this chapter.
The simulation platform is programmed by C. The framework of the simulation plat-
form is shown in Fig. 6.1, and the functions of the blocks are as follows.
• Channel Model: A new indoor wireless channel model is proposed to support more
accurate simulation of the wireless indoor environment, see Sec. 6.2.1.
• RF Transceiver: The receive, transmit, sleep, self-polling, and DRD functionality
of the RF transceiver is modelled, see Sec. 6.2.2.
• FPGA: An individual module is programmed to realize the functionality of the
FPGA, e.g. modulation and ECC (de)coding for the PHY layer, and CRC (de)coding,
MAC address decoding, and the wake-up logic for the MAC layer, see Sec. 6.2.3.
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Figure 6.1: The Simulation Framework
• MicrocontrollerMAC: The preamble sampling based schemes and the IEEE 802.15.4
MAC are implemented as a part of microcontroller, see Sec. 6.2.4.
• Microcontroller TCP/UDP/IP: The TCP, UDP and IP are implemented.
• Microcontroller Application: The Poisson process packet arrival model is imple-
mented, see Sec. 6.2.5.
• Microcontroller Power Management: Through this block, the FPGA and the RTC
can wake up the microcontroller. It also collects information from the MAC layer
and the application layer to decide when the FPGA and the RF transceiver should be
woken up.
• RTC: The RTC can be set by the FPGA and the microcontroller. It also can wake up
the FPGA and the microcontroller.
• Battery Consumption: This block collects the power consumption information
from the RF transceiver, the FPGA, the RTC, and the microcontroller to calculate
the overall system power consumption and battery lifetime.
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In the following section, the simulation models of the hardware and the individual
protocol layers will be introduced in detail.
6.2 Protocol Layers and Models
6.2.1 Indoor Channel Model
The channel propagation model determines the quality of the received signal based on
the transmitted signal and certain channel characteristics. Accordingly the Bit Error Rate
(BER) can be estimated as well as the packet loss rate. A good channel model is very
important for protocol simulation, especially in wireless communication, because the dy-
namic nature of the wireless channel typically causes many bit errors.
The Sindrion network, as well as many other WSNs, is mainly deployed in indoor envi-
ronments, so that a proper indoor wireless channel model should be used in the simulation.
However, there is no very good indoor wireless channel model for networking protocol
simulation so far. To this end, we propose to integrate a well-established channel impulse
response based indoor channel model, called SIRCIM, into the packet-wise SNR-based
wireless channel model that is normally used in the protocol simulation.
General Wireless Channel Models
The NS2 [40] and the GloMoSim [41] are two mostly used tools for communication net-
work simulation. Their wireless channel propagation models yield the total power pathloss
of the channel. Knowing the transmission power and the noise level on the channel, the
received power as well as the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) for each received packet can
be derived. Then the BER is estimated according to the SNR by a certain algorithm. We
call this concept as SNR-based channel model. The general wireless channel models used
in the NS2 and the GloMoSim are as follows.
• Pathloss Model:
The large scale effect of the channel is inversely proportional to the antenna sepa-
ration distance, where this distance is raised to an exponent 2, as given by the Friis
Free Space model [40, p187]
Pr(d) =
PtGtGrλ
2
(4pi)2d2L
, (6.1)
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where Pr and Pt denote the received and transmitted power, Gt and Gr are the re-
spective gains of the transmitter and the receiver antenna, λ is the wavelength of the
signal, and L > 1 is the system loss that is not related to propagation. The pathloss
defined by Pr
Pt
can thus be represented in dB by
Lp(d) = Lp(d0) + 10 log
(
d0
d
)2
, (6.2)
where d0 is some reference distance and Lp(d0) is the pathloss at this distance.
• Fading Model:
To add fading effects into the free space model, a so called log-normal shadowing
model is given by
Lp(d) = Lp(d0) + 10 log
(
d0
d
)n
+XdB , (6.3)
where the exponent becomes n instead of 2, and XdB is a Gaussian random variable
with zero mean and standard deviation σ [dB]. This log-normal shadowing model is
used in NS2 to simulate both the pathloss and the fading effects [40].
Instead of using the log-normal shadowing model to simulate fading, fading can also
be modelled by a random variable that is Rayleigh or Rice distributed added to the
pathloss generated by the free space model. This is adopted by the GloMoSim.
When there is a Line-Of-Sight (LOS) path between the transmitter and the receiver,
the pathloss is generated using a Rice distribution:
P (r) =
r
σ2
exp {−r
2 + v2
2σ2
} I0( rv
σ2
), r ≥ 0, (6.4)
where r is the amplitude gain caused by the fading, v is the mean amplitude gain of
the strong LOS path, and σ is the deviation.
For the channel has no LOS path, i.e. it is OBStructed (OBS), the pathloss is gener-
ated using a standard deviation σ for the Rayleigh distribution:
P (r) =
r
σ2
exp {− r
2
2σ2
}, r ≥ 0, (6.5)
where r is the amplitude gain caused by the fading.
The above general wireless channel models are typically used for outdoor environ-
ments. The indoor wireless channel is much more difficult to model than the outdoor
channel, because it is susceptible to the changes in the geometry of indoor environment,
e.g. a door being shut and a person walking around one of the antennas. Therefore, a spe-
cial indoor wireless channel model is needed to achieve more accurate simulation. So far,
the most widely accepted indoor wireless channel model is called SIRCIM.
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SIRCIMModel [42]
A multipath fading wireless channel can be modelled as a linear time-varying filter and
represented by an impulse response
h(t) =
∑
K
AKe
jθK δ(t− TK), (6.6)
where AK represents the amplitude, ejθK denotes the phase shift caused by reflection,
diffraction and scattering, and TK is the time delay of the Kth path in the channel with
respect to the arrival time of the first arriving component, called excess delay. The received
signal can be calculated by applying the convolution of the transmitted signal with this
impulse response.
The fluctuations of the amplitudes, phases and multipath delays of a signal can be
referred to as fading. There are three types of fading: large scale fading, medium scale
fading, and small scale fading. Large scale fading is caused by the general structure and
geometry of the environment. Medium scale fading is also referred to as shadowing and is
influenced by diffraction because of the absence of LOS between the two antennas. Small
scale fading results from reflection and scattering at objects near the receiver.
Although indoor and outdoor channels share the above basic characteristics, the indoor
channel cannot be viewed as a scaled down version of the outdoor channel, because it is
more susceptible to severe pathloss, non-stationarity, low doppler spread and small excess
delay.
There exist two types of general topographies found in the indoor environment: LOS
and OBS [43, 44]. Each of the two can be further classified into three smaller groups:
open plan (OPEN), hard partitioned (HARD) and soft partitioned (SOFT) [45]. OPEN
buildings are those that have large open spaces where exists only few large obstructions or
scatterers, e.g. factories. HARD buildings are typical multiple floor buildings partitioned
by concrete or drywall, e.g. offices. SOFT buildings are also multiple floor buildings with
large open spaces but partitioned into small offices using dividers that do not extend from
the floor to the ceiling.
In [42], Seidel and Rappaport present a model that determines a channel impulse re-
sponse for different types of environments, whether it is LOS or OBS in an OPEN, HARD
or SOFT environment. To this end, they provide typical parameters for the impulse re-
sponse of Equ. 6.6 based on empirical observations. In particular, they characterize the
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distribution of the number of multipath components, the probability of receiving a multi-
path component at a particular excess delay, the distributions of the mean amplitude and
phase of each multipath component, and the distribution of the large and small scale fading
of each multipath component. The spatial and temporal correlations among the multipath
components are also modelled. These parameters gather the information that is necessary
to statistically describe a wireless channel. The authors also developed a program to sim-
ulate their statistical model called Simulation of Indoor Radio Channel IMpulse response
(SIRCIM).
Next, the procedure how the SIRCIM model generates a channel impulse response will
be introduced. An OPEN building with LOS case is used as an example. For other cases,
the steps are the same except for some differences in the equations and parameters, see
[45] for details.
1. Distribution of the Number of Multipath Components
The number of multipath components Np is taken to be Gaussian distributed with a
mean Np and a standard deviation σp. The mean of this distribution, Np, is also a
random variable being uniformly distributed between 9 to 35. The standard deviation
σp is modelled by
σp = 0.492× (Np − 4.77). (6.7)
2. Probability of the Arrivals of Multipath Components
The probability that a multipath component will arrive at a receiver at a particular
excess delay is modelled by piecewise linear functions of the excess delay:
P (TK) =

1− TK367 , TK < 110ns
0.65− (TK−110)360 , 110ns < TK < 200ns
0.22− (TK−200)1360 , 200ns < TK < 500ns,
(6.8)
where TK is the delay and takes values that are integer multiples of 7.8ns.
3. Distribution of the Phases of the Multipath Components
The phases for each multipath component θK are uniformly distributed within [0, 2pi)
[46].
4. Large Scale Fading of Multipath Components
The large scale fading amplitude of each component K is log-normally distributed
around a mean amplitude AK with a standard deviation σlarge−scale of 4 dB. The
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mean amplitude AK in dB obeys the exponential law
AK(TK) = 10× n(TK)× log
(
d
10λ
)
, (6.9)
where d is the distance between the two antennas, and λ denotes the wavelength of
the signal. The distribution of n is given by
n(TK) =

2.5 + TK39 , TK < 15ns
3.0 + (TK−15.6)380 , 15ns < TK < 250ns
3.6, 250ns < TK < 500ns.
(6.10)
5. Small Scale Fading of Multipath Components
The cumulative distribution function for σsmall−scale is given by
F (σsmall−scale) = 1− exp
(−(σsmall−scale − a)2
2
)
, (6.11)
where the offset parameter a is 0.25 dB.
In total, the amplitude of an individual multipath component can be modelled by the
distribution
AK(TK) = Nlog
[
Nlog
[
AK , σ
2
large−scale
]
, σ2small−scale
]
, (6.12)
where Nlog[x, σ2x] denotes the log-normal distribution with mean x (dB) and standard de-
viation σx (dB). As a result, with Equ. 6.7 to 6.12, a statistical discrete channel impulse
response can be generated for a particular channel in an OPEN building with LOS.
Convert SIRCIM into SNR-based Model
The indoor wireless channel impulse response generated by the SIRCIM model is closer
to the reality compared to other indoor channel models. However, the channel impulse
response should be convoluted with the transmitted signal symbol by symbol to get the
received signal. This is very computation and time consuming. On the other side, the
SNR-based model is a much simpler model because it needs only the overall channel power
pathloss for each packet. To this end, we propose to derive a total power pathloss from the
information given by the SIRCIM channel impulse response, so that the SIRCIM model
can be used as an SNR-based model. The way of the conversion is as follows.
First, the total amplitude gain at the receiver can be obtained by summing up all the
multipath components generated by the SIRCIM as phasors, which is given by
A =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Np∑
K=1
AKe
jφK
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (6.13)
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where Np is the number of multipath components in the channel impulse response, AK
denotes the linear amplitudes of the discrete impulse response, and φK represents the total
phase shift. Note that φK is the sum of two phase shifts – the phase shift caused by excess
delay θ′K(TK), and the phase shift caused by reflection, diffraction and scattering θK . Since
Np, AK , TK and θK are known parameters generated by the SIRCIM, the only parameter
left to be determined is θ′K(TK), which is given by
θ
′
K(TK) =
(TK · c0)modλ
λ
· 2pi, (6.14)
where c0 is the velocity of light and λ is the wavelength of the carrier frequency. Another
simple but reasonable way to get φK is assuming this overall phase shift as a uniformly
distributed random number within [0, 2pi).
The phasorial sum of Equ. 6.13 can be made by breaking each amplitude AKejφK into
an in-phase component AK−I and a quadrature component AK−Q given by
AK−I = AK cosφK , (6.15)
and
AK−Q = AK sinφK . (6.16)
Then summing up all the in-phase components and the quadrature components separately
produces a net in-phase component AI and a net quadrature component AQ. Hence, the
resulting amplitude gain A is calculated as
A =
√
A2I +A
2
Q
=
√√√√√ Np∑
K=1
AK−I
2 +
 Np∑
K=1
AK−Q
2
=
√√√√√ Np∑
K=1
AK cosφK
2 +
 Np∑
K=1
AK sinφK
2. (6.17)
A is the final total channel amplitude gain. Thus, the total channel power pathloss needed
by the SNR-based model is 1/A2, including both the propagation and fading effects.
Advantages of Conversion
Although traditional SNR-based channel models can somehow simulate the indoor channel
by properly defining their parameters, e.g. the n and the XdB in the log-normal shadowing
model [40, p188] and the K-factor in the Rice fading [47], they still cannot achieve precise
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results because they are quite simple and cannot present the dynamic features of complex
indoor environments.
The SIRCIMmodel considers different information regarding the type of environments.
This statistical model is based on large amount of measurements. Thus, it is more consol-
idated. Therefore, converting the SIRCIM model into an SNR-based model gives a more
realistic power pathloss for indoor channel.
Furthermore, converting SIRCIM to an SNR-based model also provides the informa-
tion of the Inter Symbol Interference (ISI), which is a very important channel characteristic
missed in the state-of-the-art SNR-based models. However, the conversion of the SIRCIM
gives the possibility to do more accurate BER estimation based on both the pathloss and
the ISI.
Simulation Results
To evaluate the proposal, the converted SIRCIM is compared to other channel models.
Fig. 6.2 shows the pathloss Probability Density Function (PDF) of the SIRCIM model
in the LOS case. For the OPEN environment, the PDFs for different distances (10m, 20m,
30m) have almost the same shape, while the only difference is the increasing mean attenua-
tion due to the distance. In the HARD/SOFT environment, both the mean and the standard
deviation increase with the increasing distance, showing that the HARD/SOFT environ-
ment is much more dynamic than the open plan environment. Furthermore, the SOFT
environment has a bit larger mean and deviation than the HARD environment. This can be
explained by the fact that in the LOS case, the soft separators in an office will introduce
more unpredictable factors than the hard walls.
Fig. 6.3 shows the PDFs of the pathloss according to the SIRCIM model in the OBS
case. The first obvious difference from the LOS case is that the means of the pathloss
increase more significantly with the distance. The second is that the HARD and SOFT
environments have basically the same pathloss PDF. However, the mean attenuation of
the SOFT environment is slightly smaller than that of the HARD environment because an
obstructed receiver can collect more indirect paths in a SOFT environment than in a HARD
one.
In Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5, the mean pathloss of the Friis free space model with Rice or
Rayleigh fading, of the shadowing model, and of the SIRCIM model are shown. The mean
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pathloss of the SIRCIM model increases faster with distance than that of the other models,
which just indicates that the indoor channel suffers from severe pathloss when the distance
increases.
Next, the PDFs of the pathloss of different models will be compared. Fig. 6.6 shows
the LOS case with a distance of 10m. The Rice fading with a K-factor of 12 [47] for
an indoor channel generates a sharp curve with very small deviation, which is obviously
not a good indoor channel model. In the log-normal shadowing model, n = 1.7 is for
LOS and σ = 4.5, 7, 9.6 are for the OPEN, HARD and SOFT environments respectively
[40, p188]. Because of the same exponent n, the log-normal shadowing model has the
same mean for the open OPEN, HARD and SOFT environments, which is unrealistic. The
other problem of the shadowing model is that although it is true that the deviations of the
HARD and SOFT environments are much larger than that of the OPEN environment, an
unrealistically small pathloss could be generated with the same probability as a very big
one, which is also not true for an indoor channel. However, the SIRCIM model gives
a more reasonable distribution that the OPEN environment has relatively smaller mean
and deviation than the HARD and SOFT environments. Furthermore, the probability of
generating an unrealistically small pathloss is also much smaller than in the log-normal
shadowing mode.
In the OBS case as shown in Fig. 6.7, Rayleigh fading provides a more reasonable curve
than the Rice fading in the LOS case. However, it can not distinguish the OPEN, HARD
and SOFT environments. The log-normal shadowing model with n = 5 is for OBS [40,
p188], but it seems that the mean pathloss is too big, which is also shown in Fig. 6.5.
Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9 show the same comparison with a distance of 20m, from which we
can see that the huge deviation of the SIRCIM model indicates the dynamic characteristics
of the indoor channel when the distance is big. Once again, an unrealistically small pathloss
is also avoided despite of the big deviation.
SIRCIM Conversion Conclusion
Since the general SNR-based channel models most widely used do not seem to be adequate
for accurate indoor channel simulation, we propose to convert the well-established indoor
wireless channel model, SIRCIM, into an SNR-based model. To this end, we derive the
total power pathloss from the channel impulse response provided by SIRCIM. Simulation
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results show significant differences between the considered state-of-the-art models and
the empirically-based SIRCIM, which proves our initial assumption of their inaccuracy.
Besides, the new approach also provide ISI information for possibly more accurate BER
estimation, which was not available before. The drawback of the proposal is a longer
simulation time because of the increased complexity of the model.
6.2.2 Physical Layer
The RF transceiver is a nonprogrammable hardware, and its hardware functionality should
be modelled by an individual module in the physical layer of the simulation platform. The
RF transceiver has two working modes – SLAVEmode and SELF-POLLINGmode. In the
SELF-POLLING mode, a timer is set to periodically switch the RF transceiver between
the states OFF, SETUP, and ON. In the SLAVE mode, the RF transceiver has five states
– SLEEP, RX SETUP, RX, TX SETUP, and TX, which is controlled by the FPGA or the
microcontroller. The RF transceiver can only wake up the FPGA.
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Figure 6.10: State Machine: RF Transceiver
The SETUP, RX SETUP, and TX SETUP are used to simulate the state transition delay,
e.g. the setup time for the RX state is 2.2 ms and for the TX state is 1.1 ms. During these
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setup states, the RF transceiver can neither receive nor transmit, while only a timer is
running until the predefined setup time elapses, and then the RF transceiver is switched to
corresponding working state.
How the RF transceiver is switched between different modes and states is illustrated by
the state machine as shown in Fig. 6.10.
6.2.3 FPGA Module
The state machine for the WUF scheme in the FPGA module is shown in Fig. 6.11. The
OFF and SETUP are hardware states. The TX, RX, and RX WUF are software states and
there is no state transition delay among them.
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SWUF rxed, address mismatch
set RF to
SLAVE mode
RX
SWUF rxed,
address match,
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TX
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(timer)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Figure 6.11: State Machine: FPGA
An FPGA in power-down mode can be switched on only by an external wake-up signal.
After a setup phase, the FPGA first determines by which component it is woken up – the
RF transceiver, the RTC, or the microcontroller. If the FPGA is woken up by the RF
transceiver, it goes to RX WUF state, and switches the RF transceiver to SLAVE mode RX
state. If there is no SWUF received or the received SWUF has a wrong destination MAC
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address, the FPGA switches the RF transceiver to the sell-polling mode, and switches itself
to OFF state immediately. If an SWUF with correct destination MAC address is received,
the FPGA should calculate the remaining time before the data frame. If there is still enough
time left, the FPGA turns the RF transceiver to sleep, sets the RTC, and goes to OFF state.
If there is no enough time left, the FPGA goes to RX state to receive the data frame. If the
FPGA is woken up by the RTC, it goes to RX state, and switches on the RF transceiver to
receive a data frame. If a correct data frame is received after a WUF, the FPGA wakes up
the microcontroller to process the data. If a wrong data frame is received after a WUF, the
FPGA switches the RF transceiver to self-polling mode, and switches itself off. The FPGA
also can be switched between OFF, RX, and TX states by a working microcontroller.
6.2.4 MAC Layer
In the MAC layer of the simulation platform, the preamble sampling based schemes and
the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC are implemented.
• The Preamble Sampling Schemes: The MAC protocol for the preamble sampling
schemes is a normal CSMA protocol with exponential backoff. The implementation
for a master and a slave is almost the same except that a WUS should be sent before
the data frame by a master. The corresponding state machine is shown in Fig. 6.12.
A sleeping microcontroller can be woken up by the FPGA, the RTC, or a sensor.
If the device wants to send a frame, the MAC first does carrier sense to determine
whether the channel is busy or idle, i.e. see whether the RSSI is greater than a certain
threshold. If the channel is busy, the MAC backs off for a random time period and
does the carrier sense again. If the channel is idle, the MAC sends out the frame. If
an ACK is required (unicast), the MAC goes to a state waiting for ACK. If no ACK
is received after a certain time, the MAC retransmits the frame after another backoff
and positive carrier sense. If no ACK is received after a certain times of retry, the
MAC stops the transmission and informs the upper layer. If an ACK is received,
the MAC goes to a yield state, in which whether the upper layer has more packet is
first determined. If there is no more packet, the MAC goes to idle state directly. If
there is more packet, the MAC sets a timer and stays at yield state. When the timer
expires, the MAC goes to idle and then starts to transmit another frame. Note that
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Figure 6.12: State Machine: CSMA
the yield state is for the purpose of fairness. After each successful transmission, the
transmitter should let the channel idle for some time to give other devices chance to
send frame. If an ACK is not required (broadcast), the MAC directly goes to yield
state. If a unicast frame is received during idle, carrier sense, backoff, wait for ACK,
or yield states, the MAC goes to the state of answering ACK.
• The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC: The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol is a combination of
the TDMA and the CSMA random access, supporting low-rate time critical stream-
ing in a master-slave topology, so that the implementation of this protocol is much
more complicated than a simple CSMA protocol. Since the master and the slaves in
the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC play very different roles, their state machines are also quite
different from each other, as shown in Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14, respectively.
In the master, the initial state of the MAC is IDLE. If power-saving should be sup-
ported, the MAC first sends a beacon indicating the superframe structure as described
in Sec. 3.3.1. Then, the MAC goes to Eclipse I, where both uplink and downlink
packets are transmitted using CSMA in the contention access period. The master
MAC first waits for frame from slave (WF FRAME). If a data frame is received, the
MAC answers with an ACK (TX ACK). If a data request command is received, the
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MAC sends the corresponding data frame to the slave (TX DATA), and then waits for
an ACK (WF ACK). After the time of the contention access period has elapsed, the
MAC goes to Eclipse II for transmitting packet in the contention free period, where
the uplink and downlink packets are sent in guaranteed time slot(s) without CSMA.
Finally, the MAC goes back to idle state.
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Figure 6.13: State Machine: IEEE 802.15.4 MAC Master
In the slave, the MAC first waits for a beacon (WF BCN) to get the information of the
superframe structure and pending packet. If there is pending downlink packet(s) for
the slave or the slave has uplink packet(s) for the master, the MAC goes to Eclipse
I for data transmission in the contention access period, where the MAC should do
carrier sense (CS) to compete the channel for sending data frame (TX DATA) or
data request command (TX CMD). After the time of the contention access period has
elapsed, the MAC goes to Eclipse II for transmitting time critical packet(s) in the
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contention free period. Finally, the MAC enters the sleep state for the rest of the
beacon interval until the next beacon comes. For more detailed description of these
two state machines, please refer to [48].
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Figure 6.14: State Machine: IEEE 802.15.4 MAC Slave
Note that, from the figures, the complexity of the state machine of the slave is even
higher than that of the master, which seems to be unreasonable. However, the master
needs definitely more hardware support than the slave, because it has to cope with
multiple uplink and downlink frames for a plurality of slaves, which needs much
more buffer and more control instructions.
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6.2.5 Application Layer
The choice of the application traffic model is another very important issue for precise
simulation. In general, two parameters must be taken into consideration for an appropriate
traffic model: the size of the packets and the arrival of the packets.
Packet Size
In the Sindrion network, a packet comprises the following parts:
• Application Layer: From 2 up to 500 bytes. However, a large portion of the packets
are short control packets in the range of 10 to 30 bytes.
• Transport Layer: 20 bytes for TCP header, and 8 bytes for UDP header.
• IP Layer: 20 bytes for IP header.
• MAC Layer: 22 bytes for MAC header including two 8-byte long MAC addresses,
see Fig. C.1.
• ECC andModulation Coding: a coding ratio of 1.5 is assumed for the combination
of ECC and modulation coding for the data frame.
• PHY Layer: 1 byte is assumed for the start of frame (SOF), and 2 bytes are assumed
for the sync field.
For instance, if an application packet of 20 bytes is sent via UDP, the overall length of
the frame is (20 + 8 + 20 + 22)× 1.5 + 3 = 108 Bytes. This packet length will be used in
most analytical computations and simulations, if it is not stated otherwise.
Packet Arrival
Regarding the arrival of the packets, there is so far no general model for WSNs. A possi-
ble choice is the Poisson process [49]. It has been used to model telephone traffic and to
evaluate the performance of computer networks. It is also used in [35, 36, 38] to evalu-
ate the WiseMAC. Therefore, the Poisson process packet arrival model is adopted in this
dissertation to simulate the application traffic.
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In the Poisson process [50], the probability of receiving k packets within an interval of
T is given by
p(k) = (λT )k
e−λT
k!
, (6.18)
where λ is the so-called rate parameter, i.e. the expected number of arrivals or packets per
unit of time, given by
λ = E(k)/T. (6.19)
The interarrival time τ between two packets is a positive random variable, which obeys
exponential distribution. Its PDF, and Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) are given
by
p(τ) = λe−λτ , τ ≥ 0, (6.20)
and
f(τ) = 1− e−λτ . (6.21)
In concordance with Equ. 6.19, the expected interarrival time is given by
E(τ) =
∫ ∞
0
τ p(τ) dτ = 1/λ. (6.22)
The value of λ depends on the application. It is quite small for most WSNs. A typical
range could be less than 0.001 packet/s for each sensor device.
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Simulation Results and Analysis
This chapter will show and analyze the simulation results based on the simulation models
described in Chp. 6.
7.1 Downlink Traffic
First, only downlink packets are sent in a star topology with one master. The purpose of
this simulation is to prove the correctness of the analytical computation.
7.1.1 Battery Lifetime
Fig. 7.1 shows the simulated battery lifetime of the basic preamble sampling schemes in-
cluding the WUP, Rep, and WUF schemes, and the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC compared to the
analytical results that have been presented in Sec. 5.2.1. We can see that the simulation re-
sults of the basic preamble sampling schemes are almost exactly the same as the analytical
results.
However, the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC shows quite shorter battery lifetime in simulation
than in analytical computation when the traffic is high. This is because the analytical com-
putation does not includes the case that multiple frames are sent within one beacon interval,
as mentioned in Sec. A.1. When a master indicates more than one frame to multiple slaves
in a single beacon, the destination slaves have to contend the channel using CSMA. In this
case, first, collisions may happen; second, the one that does not get the channel has to wait.
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Both of the two effects waste energy. The higher is the traffic, the higher is the probability
of sending multiple frames within one beacon interval, so the more energy is consumed.
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Fig. 7.2 shows the same comparison for the WiseMAC+WUP/Rep/WUF schemes. We
can see that the shapes of the simulated curves are the same as the analytical ones. The
only difference is that the simulated values are slightly smaller than the computed values
when the traffic is high. This is caused partially by packet loss due to channel disturbance
and collision. However, the main reason is as follows. As mentioned in Sec. 3.4, the first
data frame in the WiseMAC should use a long WUS, because the master does not have the
sampling schedule of the destination yet. However, the long WUS wakes up all the slaves
wasting energy due to overhearing. The analytical computation does not take this into
consideration, while the simulation does. If the simulation time is long enough, the extra
energy caused by the first data frame could be negligible. However, since the simulation
is very time consuming, the shown simulation results are based on simulation time of one
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day, causing the inaccuracy of the simulation results. Note that the simulated results are
the same as the computed ones when the traffic is low. This is because that all data frames
should use long WUS in low traffic load, so the first data frame is the same as the others
consuming no extra energy.
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Another point should be noticed is that the difference between the simulation and an-
alytical results of the WiseMAC+Rep is bigger than that of the other two schemes. The
reason is that only single data rate can be used for data frame, WUS, and ACK in the data
repetition scheme, so that all of the frames can wake up overhearers consuming more en-
ergy. However, the analytical computation does not consider the overhearing caused by
ACK for the reason of simplicity as described in Sec. A.6, while the simulation does.
Fig. 7.2 also shows that the WiseMAC+WUF scheme achieves a battery lifetime gain
of up to 60% compared to the WiseMAC+Rep, and of up to 140% compared to the IEEE
802.15.4 MAC in a network with 100 slaves and only downlink traffic.
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7.1.2 Channel Occupation
Fig. 7.3 shows the simulated channel occupation results compared to the analytical results,
where the basic preamble sampling denotes the WUP, Rep, and WUF schemes, and the
WiseMAC denotes the WiseMAC+WUP/Rep/WUF.
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We can see that the basic preamble sampling scheme still shows the identity between
the simulated and computed results. For the WiseMAC, the simulated channel occupation
is slightly bigger than the analytical result. It can also be explained by the long WUS
caused by the first data packet. The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC occupies more channel in the
simulation than in the computation, because collisions may happen if multiple frames are
sent within single beacon interval.
From the simulation results, we can see that the channel occupation of the IEEE 802.15.4
MAC is even higher than that of the WiseMAC when the traffic is very high. So with a
number of slaves of 100 or less, the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC has actually no advantage in the
sense of channel capacity.
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7.1.3 Response Time
The response time comparison between the simulation and the analytical computation is
shown in Fig. 7.4. The simulated results of the basic preamble sampling schemes do not
exactly match the computed ones. It is because when a new packet is available in the
network layer ready for MAC, it is possible that the transmission of the last packet has
not been finished yet. As a result, the new packet has to wait. This phenomenon occurs
frequently when traffic is high, so that the response time increases. The same effect also
causes the curve of the WiseMAC to go up when the traffic is very high.
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The response time of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC also increases in high traffic. However,
it cannot be simply explained by the wait time of the network packet, because the MAC
layer of the master can indicate multiple packets within a single beacon. So the increased
response time is induced by the MAC layer channel contention, when multiple frames are
sent within one beacon interval.
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7.2 Uplink and Downlink Traffic
Since a master-slave WSN has not only downlink but also uplink traffic, a more realistic
simulation should also include the uplink traffic. Note that the uplink traffic of the preamble
sampling schemes is different from the downlink traffic, because it needs no WUS since
the master is always powered-on. We assume that each slave sends packets to the master
also with a packet arrival rate λ. I.e. if the number of the slave is 100, the overall traffic on
the network is 2 · 100 · λ.
7.2.1 Battery Lifetime
Fig. 7.5 shows the battery lifetimes of the basic preamble sampling schemes in the case
with bi-directional traffic and in the case with only downlink traffic. From the figure, we
can see the influences on the different schemes caused by the uplink traffic.
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Since the uplink packet does not need WUS, the energy consumed by the uplink traffic
includes only the energy for transmitting data frames and for receiving the ACKs, which
should not be very significant. However, as shown in Fig. 7.5, the degradation caused by
the uplink traffic of the Rep scheme and the WUF scheme is significant. It can be explained
as follows. When a slave wants to send an uplink data frame, it is possible that a downlink
data frame with a long WUS is being transmitted. As a result, the slave has to wait until
the end of the downlink transmission. This unnecessary waiting time is about half of the
long WUS on the average, wasting a lot of energy. The higher the traffic, the higher the
probability that this uplink unnecessary waiting happens, so the more is the energy wasted.
When the traffic is very high, the channel is almost saturated by the long WUS, so that
there exists a lot of uplink unnecessary waiting as well as collisions. As a result, the
battery lifetime is very short. Actually, the Rep scheme and the WUP scheme cannot work
in such a high bi-directional traffic.
However, the battery lifetime of the WUP scheme is not decreased so much by the
uplink traffic. The reason is as follows. The uplink unnecessary waiting does not occur
for each uplink packet, and it affects only the slave that is sending the frame. However,
in the WUP scheme, each downlink frame with long WUS causes unnecessary waiting in
all slaves. Therefore, the uplink unnecessary waiting is minor compared to the downlink
unnecessary waiting.
The battery lifetime of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC is also significantly shortened by the
uplink traffic. As mentioned in Sec. 3.3.1, in the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC, downlink com-
munication (DATA-ACK) and uplink communication (REQUEST-DATA-ACK) have no
principle difference, so their energy consumption is similar. Therefore, adding the uplink
traffic to the simulation just roughly doubles the traffic load. When the overall traffic is
low, the probability of transmitting multiple frames within one beacon interval is very low,
so the doubled traffic does not decrease the battery lifetime much because each individual
frame costs little energy compared to the periodical beacon. However, when the traffic is
high, multiple frames within one beacon interval occurs frequently, in which channel con-
tention as well as collisions waste a lot of energy. As a result, the battery lifetime of the
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC is further decreased, especially when the traffic is high.
Fig. 7.6 shows how the battery lifetime of the WiseMAC+WUP/Rep/WUF is affected
by the uplink traffic. The degradation caused by the uplink traffic is not so big as in the
basic preamble sampling case. The reason is that shortened WUS occupies much less
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channel causing much fewer uplink unnecessary waiting.
Note that the WiseMAC+Rep is more negatively affected by the uplink traffic than the
WiseMAC+WUP and the WiseMAC+WUF. This is because the uplink data frame as well
as the corresponding ACK can also wake up overhearers since only one datarate is assigned
to all types of frames.
Fig. 7.6 also compares the battery lifetime of the different schemes with bi-directional
traffic. The result shows that the WiseMAC+WUF scheme achieves a battery lifetime gain
of up to 140% compared to the WiseMAC+Rep, and of up to 220% compared to the IEEE
802.15.4 MAC a in network with 100 slaves.
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7.2.2 Channel Occupation
Fig. 7.7 shows the influence on the channel occupation caused by the uplink traffic.
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The channel occupation of the basic preamble sampling schemes for the bi-directional
traffic is just slightly higher than that for downlink only traffic. The reason is that the uplink
traffic without long WUS is too short compared to the downlink traffic with long WUS, so
that its channel occupation can almost be neglected.
Note that collisions in the bi-directional traffic cannot significantly increase the channel
occupation. The reason is as follows. First, there are few collisions between the downlink
and the uplink frame, because the master and slaves can hear each other. Second, if col-
lision happens, the uplink frame collides most likely with the downlink WUS instead of
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the data frame, which causes only a retransmission of the uplink frame, but not a down-
link frame. Third, the collision between uplink frames from different slaves happens with
a little bit higher probability, causing the retransmission of the both uplink frames. All
in all, there are only small number of retransmissions for short uplink frames and very
few retransmission for long downlink frames, which causes negligible additional channel
occupation.
For the WiseMAC, the channel occupation caused by the uplink traffic cannot be ne-
glected because the uplink traffic is not so short compared to the downlink traffic with
shortened WUS.
In the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC, the uplink traffic occupies just slightly less channel than
the downlink traffic because uplink traffic has no data request command. As a result,
adding the uplink traffic nearly doubles the overall traffic, so that the channel occupation
is increased a lot.
Fig. 7.7 also compares the channel occupation of the WiseMAC and the IEEE 802.15.4
MAC with bi-directional traffic, showing that the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC has no advantage
of higher channel capacity anymore.
7.2.3 Response Time
The average response time for bi-directionally traffic is shown in Fig. 7.8.
The response time of uplink packets for the preamble sampling based schemes is ide-
ally just the transmission time of the DATA and ACK frame because of the absence of
the WUS. However, both the uplink and downlink average response times of the basic
preamble sampling schemes increase drastically when the traffic is very high because the
almost saturated channel causes a lot of waiting and collisions. It again shows that the
basic preamble sampling scheme works only for low traffic networks.
For the WiseMAC, first the uplink response time keeps within a very small range even
for very high traffic; second the downlink response time is almost the same as the corre-
sponding curve for the downlink only traffic as shown in Fig. 7.4. Therefore, the average
response time of the WiseMAC is not significantly affected by the bi-directional traffic
because the low channel occupation induces few waiting and collisions.
In the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC, the average response time of the uplink traffic is slightly
shorter than that of the downlink traffic, because the uplink traffic needs no data request
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command. Both the average response times of the uplink and downlink increase slowly
with the traffic, because multiple frames within one beacon interval causes more waiting
and collisions.
Fig. 7.8 also shows that the average downlink response time of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
has actually no advantage compared to the WiseMAC in a high traffic load. Furthermore,
the WiseMAC has a much shorter uplink response time than the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC.
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Conclusion
This dissertation addresses the topic of ultra low-power MAC layer duty cycle scheduling
schemes for low-cost and low-traffic wireless sensor networks.
Since large number of wireless sensor devices in a wireless sensor network are battery
powered, power consumption becomes one of the most important design issues. To this
end, the MAC layer duty cycle scheduling is supposed to be the most efficient way to
enable the RF transceiver to work with a very low duty cycle, which has been proved to be
able to save power by a factor of more than 50.
A conventional MAC layer duty cycle scheduling scheme is the preamble sampling
scheme, which uses a wake-up-preamble that is sent in front of the actual data. It allows a
very low duty cycle of less than 1% to be achieved for a receiver. However, the long wake-
up-preamble used for transmission causes too long unnecessary waiting time for both the
destination and overhearing devices, consuming a large amount of energy. It makes the
preamble sampling scheme practically unusable.
To solve the problem, this dissertation first proposes to use a data rate detection function
instead of only the received signal strength indicator as the sampling criteria, and to use
different data rates for the wake-up-signal and other normal frames, respectively. As a
result, a device cannot be woken up by noise, interference, and normal frames, which
drastically reduces the probability of overhearing and correspondingly decreases the power
consumption.
Second, this dissertation proposes to send a wake-up-frame (WUF), which contains
the transmitter’s schedule, instead of the meaningless wake-up-preamble to minimize the
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unnecessary waiting time, which drastically decreases the system power consumption.
However, theWUF scheme cannot solve the channel inefficiency problem of the pream-
ble sampling scheme due to the long wake-up-signal sent by the transmitter. As a result, it
is only proper for low-traffic wireless sensor networks.
To this end, another new approach is proposed in this dissertation to combine the WUF
scheme and another preamble-sampling-based scheme, called WiseMAC. The WiseMAC
enables a loose synchronization between the transmitter and the receiver, so that the trans-
mitter can roughly know the schedule of the receiver and use a much shorter wake-up-
signal, which reduces the power as well as the channel occupation. The WUF scheme and
theWiseMAC use two complementary methods to optimize the preamble sampling scheme
respectively, so a combination of them is supposed to be a further optimized solution.
To evaluate the proposed WUF scheme and the combination of the WUF and the
WiseMAC (WiseMAC+WUF), analytical computations and simulations have been con-
ducted to estimate their power consumption, channel occupation, and response time in a
master-slave star topology. From the analytical and simulation results, the following con-
clusions can be made.
For a small scale network of around 10 nodes with a very low overall traffic load of less
than 0.01 packet/s, where the idea of the WiseMAC takes no effect, the WUF scheme alone
works much better than the standardized IEEE 802.15.4 low-power MAC in the sense of
power-saving and channel efficiency.
For a moderate scale network of around 100 nodes with a high overall traffic load of
up to 1 packet/s, the proposed WiseMAC+WUF scheme shows more than 100% battery
lifetime gain compared to the original WiseMAC protocol and the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC,
while it still keeps similar channel efficiency as the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC.
For a large scale network of around 1000 nodes with a high overall traffic load of up to 1
packet/s, theWiseMAC+WUF scheme still gives significant battery lifetime gain compared
to the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC. However, the channel occupation of the WiseMAC+WUF is
much higher than that of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC in this case.
Another important point is that the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC supports power-saving only in
star topology with one master, which highly limits its range of usage. However, the WUF
scheme and the WiseMAC+WUF are not restricted by any topology.
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Analytical Computation Details
Note that the meanings and values of parameters used in the analytical computation are
listed in Tab. B.1.
To simplify the computation, the power consumption differences between the sleep and
working mode of different components are defined by
Pˆrf rx = Prf rx − Prf sleep, (A.1)
Pˆrf tx = Prf tx − Prf sleep, (A.2)
Pˆfpga = Pfpga − Pfpga sleep, (A.3)
Pˆµc = Pµc − Pµc sleep. (A.4)
The power consumption of the Sindrion Transceiver with all components in sleep mode is
Psleep = Prf sleep + Pfpga sleep + Pµc sleep + Pothers. (A.5)
Therefore, if only the RF transceiver samples the channel periodically, the power consump-
tion of a Sindrion Transceiver in the no traffic case is
Pno traffic = Pˆrf rx
Ts rf + Tsample
Tcycle
+ Psleep, (A.6)
which is the power consumption for all the preamble sampling based schemes in the no
traffic case. Note that the power consumption of a component during setup time is assumed
to be the normal power consumption of the component, e.g. Pˆrf rx is used in this case as
the power consumption of RF setup.
Note: All the following computations of the power consumption exclude the power
that has already been included in the no traffic case, i.e. the sleep power and the power
consumed by Ts rf and Tsample in each cycle.
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A.1 The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC
To make the comparison to the preamble sampling based schemes using the hardware pro-
totype given in Sec. 4.1 fair, it is assumed that the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC uses the same
hardware structure, in which only the RF transceiver and the MAC module (FPGA) are
woken up periodically to receive and parse the beacon, and the microcontroller can be
switched on smartly on demand. The detailed protocol procedures are shown in Fig. A.1.
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Figure A.1: The IEEE802.15.4 MAC Detail
The power consumption of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC in the no traffic case is
Pno traffic 15.4 = Pˆrf rx
Ts rf + Tbcn
Tcycle
+ Pˆfpga
Ts fpga + Tbcn
Tcycle
+ Psleep. (A.7)
Note that the following computations do not include the situation that two or more frames
are sent in one beacon interval, in which first collisions may happen, and second the slave
that does not get the channel immediately should wait for the channel consuming more
energy. Therefore, it is the optimistic computation, and the real case should be worse,
especially when the traffic load is high.
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A.1.1 Unicast
The power consumption of receiving one unicast packet for the destination slave device is
Pdst15.4 u = Pˆrf rx(Tbcn extra)
+Pˆrf tx(Tt + Tcmd)
+Pˆrf rx(Tt + Tdata)
+Pˆrf tx(Tt + Tack)
+Pˆfpga(Tbcn extra + Tt + Tcmd + Tt + Tdata + Tt + Tack)
+Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc), (A.8)
and the power consumption for an overhearer is
Povh15.4 u = Pˆrf rx · Tbcn extra + Pˆfpga · Tbcn extra, (A.9)
where Tbcn extra denotes the transmission time of one frame indication field in the beacon.
The frame indication field is just the destination address of the slave, which is 64-bit long
plus the modulation and ECC coding.
For each packet, a slave has the probability of 1
N
to become the destination and the
probability of N−1
N
to become an overhearer. Therefore, the average power consumption of
receiving one unicast packet for each slave is
Ppkt15.4 u = Pdst15.4 u
1
N
+ Povh15.4 u
N − 1
N
. (A.10)
So the power consumption of the device for a Poisson arrival rate of λ to each slave is
P15.4 U = Ppkt15.4 u · λN + Pno traffic 15.4. (A.11)
The percentage of channel occupation is
C15.4 U =
(
Tbcn
Tcycle
+ (Tbcn extra + Tcmd + Tdata + Tack) · λN
)
· 100 [%]. (A.12)
The average response time of a unicast packet is
D15.4 U = 0.5Tcycle + Tbcn + Tbcn extra + Tt + Tcmd + Tt + Tdata + Tt + Tack. (A.13)
A.1.2 Broadcast
The power consumption of receiving one broadcast packet for each slave is
Ppkt15.4 b = Pˆrf rx · Tdata−mac + Pˆfpga(Tdata−mac + Ts µc)
+Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc), (A.14)
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where Tdata−mac is the time needed to transmit the data frame excluding the MAC header.
It is because that the broadcast data is transmitted as the payload of the beacon frame in
the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC as mentioned Sec. 3.3.1.
So the power consumption of the device for a Poisson arrival rate of λ is
P15.4 B = Ppkt15.4 b · λ+ Pno traffic 15.4. (A.15)
Note that not as in the unicast case, the λ is the overall packet arrival rate from the master
to all slaves. The percentage of channel occupation is
C15.4 B =
(
Tbcn
Tcycle
+ Tdata−mac · λ
)
· 100 [%]. (A.16)
The average response time of a broadcast packet is
D15.4 B = 0.5Tcycle + Tbcn + Tdata−mac. (A.17)
Note that the response time of broadcast is different from that of unicast because of the
absence of the ACK.
A.2 The WUP Scheme
The detailed procedures of the WUP scheme are shown in Fig. A.2.
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The length of the WUP is
Tprewup = Tcycle + Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf . (A.18)
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A.2.1 Unicast
The RF samples the channel and detects the WUP at the middle of Tcycle on the average.
Therefore, the average power consumption of receiving one unicast packet for the destina-
tion device is
Pdstwup u = Pˆrf rx(0.5Tcycle + Ts fpga + Ts rf − Ts fpga + Tdata + Ts µc)
+Pˆrf tx(Tt + Tack)
+Pˆfpga(0.5Tcycle + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack)
+Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc), (A.19)
and the average power consumption of receiving one unicast packet for an overhearer is
Povhwup u = Pˆrf rx(0.5Tcycle + Ts fpga + Ts rf − Ts fpga + Tto addr)
+Pˆfpga(0.5Tcycle + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tto addr). (A.20)
Note that an overhearer does not have to receive the whole data frame, because it can
determine that this frame is not for itself as long as the destination address is received. For
this reason, Tto addr is used here instead of Tdata. If the destination address is disturbed, the
destination device works also as an overhearer, because a disturbed frame will be thrown
anyway.
The average power consumption of receiving one unicast packet for each slave is
Ppktwup u = Pdstwup u
1
N
+ Povhwup u
N − 1
N
. (A.21)
So the power consumption of the device for a Poisson arrival rate of λ to each slave is
PWUP U = Ppktwup u · λN + Pno traffic. (A.22)
The percentage of channel occupation is
CWUP U = (Tprewup + Tdata + Tack) · λN · 100 [%]. (A.23)
The response time of a unicast packet is
DWUP U = Tprewup + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack. (A.24)
A.2.2 Broadcast
The average power consumption of receiving one broadcast packet for each slave is
Ppktwup b = Pˆrf rx(0.5Tcycle + Ts fpga + Ts rf − Ts fpga + Tdata)
+Pˆfpga(0.5Tcycle + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc)
+Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc). (A.25)
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So the power consumption of the device for a Poisson arrival rate of λ is
PWUP B = Ppktwup b · λ+ Pno traffic. (A.26)
The percentage of channel occupation is
CWUP B = (Tprewup + Tdata) · λ · 100 [%]. (A.27)
The response time of a broadcast packet is
DWUP B = Tprewup + Tdata. (A.28)
A.3 The Rep Scheme
The detailed procedures of the Rep scheme are shown in Fig. A.3.
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Figure A.3: The Rep Scheme Detail
In the Rep scheme, there is no difference between the preamble and data. However, to
make the computation the same as the others, the total length of the repeated data excluding
the last data frame is taken as the preamble. So the length of the preamble is
Tprerep = Tcycle + Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf . (A.29)
Note that (Tcycle + Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf ) normally cannot be exactly divided by Tdata,
so an extra padding field with sync bits is used at the beginning, as shown in Fig. A.3.
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A.3.1 Unicast
The average power consumption of receiving one unicast packet for the destination device
is
Pdstrep u = Pˆrf rx(0.5Tcycle + Ts fpga + Ts rf − Ts fpga + Tdata + Ts µc)
+Pˆrf tx(Tt + Tack)
+Pˆfpga(0.5Tcycle + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack)
+Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc). (A.30)
The average power consumption for a normal overhearer is
Povh normal = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + 1.5Tdata)
+Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + 1.5Tdata). (A.31)
Note that not as in the WUP scheme, a receiver in the Rep scheme should receive a com-
plete data frame to decide whether it is an overhear. If the destination address is disturbed,
the receiver can know it according to the CRC, then it should try to receive the next repeti-
tion of the data. As a result, an overhearer needs 1.5Tdata on the average to do the decision
instead of (0.5Tdata + Tto addr) as in the WUP scheme.
Furthermore, one important point for the Rep scheme is that only one data rate can be
used for all repetitions of the data frame, so not only the so-called preamble but also the last
repetition of the data frame can wake up a receiver. So it is also possible that an overhearer
that is woken up at the beginning will be woken up again at the end, as the overhearer
extra shown in Fig. A.3. The probability of this situation is Tsample+Ts fpga+Ts rf+Tdata
Tcycle
. In
this situation, the overhearer cannot receive the last repetition of the data, so it has to wait
for at least one Tdata max. The power consumption of this extra overhearing is
Povh extra = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + Tdata max)
+Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata max). (A.32)
So the average power consumption for an overhearer is
Povhrep u = Povh normal + Povh extra
Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata
Tcycle
. (A.33)
The average power consumption of receiving one packet for each slave is
Ppktrep u = Pdstrep u
1
N
+ Povhrep u
N − 1
N
. (A.34)
So the power consumption of the device for a Poisson arrival rate of λ to each slave is
PREP U = Ppktrep u · λN + Pno traffic. (A.35)
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The percentage of channel occupation is
CREP U = (Tprerep + Tdata + Tack) · λN · 100 [%]. (A.36)
The response time of a unicast packet is
DREP U = Tprerep + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack. (A.37)
A.3.2 Broadcast
The average power consumption of receiving one broadcast packet for each slave is
Ppktrep b = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + 1.5Tdata)
+Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + 1.5Tdata + Ts µc)
+Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc). (A.38)
So the power consumption of the device for a Poisson arrival rate of λ is
PREP B = Ppktrep b · λ+ Pno traffic. (A.39)
The percentage of channel occupation is
CREP B = (Tprerep + Tdata) · λ · 100 [%]. (A.40)
The average response time of a broadcast packet is
DREP B = 0.5Tcycle + Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf + 1.5Tdata. (A.41)
A.4 The WUF Scheme
The detailed procedures of the WUF scheme are shown in Fig. A.4. The length of the WUF
is
Tprewuf = Tcycle + Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf . (A.42)
A.4.1 Unicast
The average power consumption of receiving one packet for the destination device is
Pdstwuf u = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + 1.5Tswuf + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc)
+Pˆrf tx(Tt + Tack)
+Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + 1.5Tswuf + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack)
+Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc). (A.43)
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Figure A.4: The WUF Scheme Detail
The average power consumption for an normal overhearer is
Povh normal = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + 1.5Tswuf )
+Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + 1.5Tswuf ). (A.44)
However, since the length of the WUF is longer than one cycle period, it is possible that
an overhearer that is woken up at the beginning of the WUF is woken up again at the end
of the WUF, as the overhearer extra shown in Fig. A.4. The probability of this situation
is Tsample+Ts fpga+Ts rf+Tswuf
Tcycle
. If the overhear is woken up at the end of the WUF, it cannot
hear any SWUF, so it should wait for at least 2Tswuf before returns to sleep, so extra power
consumption is induced
Povh extra = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + 2Tswuf )
+Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + 2Tswuf ). (A.45)
Note that the WUP scheme has no such situation because an overhearer that is woken up
at the beginning of the preamble should keep awake until it receives the data frame.
Therefore, the average of the power consumption of an overhearer is
Povhwuf u = Povh normal + Povh extra
Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf
Tcycle
. (A.46)
The average power consumption of receiving one packet for each slave is
Ppktwuf u = Pdstwuf u
1
N
+ Povhwuf u
N − 1
N
. (A.47)
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So the power consumption of the device for a Poisson arrival rate of λ for each slave is
PWUF U = Ppktwuf u · λN + Pno traffic. (A.48)
The percentage of channel occupation is
CWUF U = (Tprewuf + Tdata + Tack) · λN · 100 [%]. (A.49)
The response time of a unicast packet is
DWUF U = Tprewuf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack. (A.50)
A.4.2 Broadcast
The average power consumption of receiving one broadcast packet for each slave is
Ppktwuf b = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + 1.5Tswuf + Ts rf + Tdata)
+Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + 1.5Tswuf + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc)
+Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc), (A.51)
So the power consumption of the device for a Poisson arrival rate of λ is
PWUF B = Ppktwuf b · λ+ Pno traffic. (A.52)
The percentage of channel occupation is
CWUF B = (Tprewuf + Tdata) · λ · 100 [%]. (A.53)
The response time of a broadcast packet is
DWUF B = Tprewuf + Tdata. (A.54)
A.5 The WiseMAC+WUP Scheme
A.5.1 Unicast
The interarrival interval of a Poisson process traffic model is exponentially distributed with
a probability density function
p(t) = λe−λt, (A.55)
and a cumulative distribution function
f(t) = 1− e−λt. (A.56)
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As mentioned in Sec. 3.3.3, under a certain threshold of the interval, the WiseMAC enables
a shortened WUS, which is denoted by
Tth =
Tcycle
4θ
, (A.57)
where θ is the clock drift of the device.
The probability to generate an interval that is less than Tth (case 1) is
p1 = p(t < Tth) = f(Tth) = 1− e−λTth , (A.58)
and that is larger than Tth (case 2) is
p2 = p(t ≥ Tth) = 1− f(Tth) = e−λTth . (A.59)
Case 1: interval < Tth
In this case, the detailed procedures of the WiseMAC+WUP scheme are shown in Fig. A.5.
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Figure A.5: The WiseMAC+WUP Detail
The length of the shortened WUP is
Tpre1 = 4θTitvl + Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf , (A.60)
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where Titvl is the Poisson interarrival interval and its expectation is
Titvl = E (Titvl)
=
∫ Tth
0
t · λ
p1
e−λtdt
=
λ
p1
(
1
−λte
−λt
∣∣∣∣Tth
0
− 1−λ
∫ Tth
0
e−λtdt
)
=
λ
p1
(
1
−λTthe
−λTth − 1−λ
1
−λ e
−λt∣∣Tth
0
)
=
λ
p1
(
1
−λTthe
−λTth − 1
λ2
(
e−λTth − 1))
=
1
p1
(
−Tthp2 + 1
λ
p1
)
=
1
λ
− 1− p1
p1
Tth
(A.61)
So the mean of Tpre1 is
Tpre1 = 4θ
(
1
λ
− 1− p1
p1
Tth
)
+ Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf . (A.62)
The average power consumption of receiving one packet for the destination device is
Pdst1 = Pˆrf rx(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf − Ts fpga + Tdata + Ts µc)
+Pˆrf tx(Tt + Tack)
+Pˆfpga(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack)
+Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc)
= 2θ(Pˆrf rx + Pˆfpga)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
Titvl
+ Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc) + Pˆrf tx(Tt + Tack)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pa
+ Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pb
+ Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pc
= ATitvl + Pa + Pb + Pc︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
= ATitvl +B. (A.63)
For an overhearer, there are two cases. In the first case, the overhearer is woken up by
the first (4θTitvl + Tsample) part of Tpre1, so the overhearer can receive the following data
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frame and make a decision according to the destination address, as the overhearer case 1
shown in Fig. A.5. The probability of this case is
povh1 1 =
4θTitvl + Tsample
Tpre1
, (A.64)
and the average power consumption in this case is
Povh1 1 = Pˆrf rx(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf − Ts fpga + Tto addr)
+Pˆfpga(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tto addr)
= 2θ(Pˆrf rx + Pˆfpga)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
Titvl
+ Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + Tto addr) + Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tto addr)︸ ︷︷ ︸
C
= ATitvl + C. (A.65)
In the second case, the overhearer is woken up by the last (Ts fpga+Ts rf ) part of Tpre1,
so the overhearer has no time to setup to receive the following data frame. As a result, it has
to wait one Tcycle if nothing is received after being woken up, because overhearers do not
know the length of the WUP, as the overhearer case 2 shown in Fig. A.5. The probability
of this case is
povh1 2 =
Ts fpga + Ts rf
Tpre1
, (A.66)
and the power consumption in this case is
Povh1 2 = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + Tcycle) + Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tcycle), (A.67)
which is not a function of Titvl. So the average power consumption for an overhearer is
Povh1 = Povh1 1 · povh1 1 + Povh1 2 · povh1 2
= (ATitvl + C)
4θTitvl + Tsample
Tpre1
+ Povh1 2
Ts fpga + Ts rf
Tpre1
. (A.68)
Since the preamble is shortened, only a part of the slaves is woken up to become over-
hearers. The probability that a slave is woken up is Tpre1
Tcycle
. So the average power consump-
tion of receiving one packet for each slave in case 1 (Titvl < Tth) is
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The expectation of P ′pkt1 is the average power consumption of receiving one packet for each slave
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The average time of channel occupation is
C1 = Tpre1 + Tdata + Tack (A.71)
The average response time of a unicast packet is
D1 = 0.5Tcycle+2θ
(
1
λ
− 1− p1
p1
Tth1
)
+Tsample+Ts fpga+Ts rf +Tdata+Ts µc+Tt+Tack. (A.72)
Case 2: interval ≥ Tth
When the interval is greater than Tth, the length of the WUP is the same as in the normal
WUP scheme. So the corresponding equations are the same as Equ. A.18, A.19, A.20, i.e.
Tpre2 = Tprewup = Tcycle + Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf , (A.73)
Pdst2 = Pdstwup u
= Pˆrf rx(0.5Tcycle + Ts fpga + Ts rf − Ts fpga + Tdata + Ts µc)
+Pˆrf tx(Tt + Tack)
+Pˆfpga(0.5Tcycle + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack)
+Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc), (A.74)
Povh2 = Povhwup u
= Pˆrf rx(0.5Tcycle + Ts fpga + Ts rf − Ts fpga + Tto addr)
+Pˆfpga(0.5Tcycle + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tto addr). (A.75)
The average power consumption of receiving one packet for each slave in case 2 (Titvl ≥
Tth) is
Ppkt2 = Pdst2
1
N
+ Povh2
N − 1
N
. (A.76)
The time of channel occupation is
C2 = Tpre2 + Tdata + Tack. (A.77)
The response time of a unicast packet is
D2 = Tpre2 + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack. (A.78)
Overall
All in all, the average power consumption of receiving one packet for each slave in the
WiseMAC+WUP is
PpktWiseMAC+WUP U = Ppkt1 · p1 + Ppkt2 · p2. (A.79)
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So the power consumption of the device for a Poisson arrival rate of λ to each slave is
PWiseMAC+WUP U = PpktWiseMAC+WUP U · λN + Pno traffic. (A.80)
The overall percentage of channel occupation is
CWiseMAC+WUP U = (C1 · p1 + C2 · p2) · λN · 100 [%]. (A.81)
The average response time of a unicast packet is
DWiseMAC+WUP U = D1 · p1 +D2 · p2. (A.82)
A.5.2 Broadcast
The WiseMAC+WUP cannot provide improvement for broadcast packet, so it is the same
as the broadcast case in the WUP scheme, see Sec. A.2.2.
A.6 The WiseMAC+Rep Scheme
This WiseMAC+Rep scheme repeats the data frame when the WUS is longer than one data
frame.
A.6.1 Unicast
When the length of the WUS is less than the length of one data frame, the Rep scheme
makes no difference from the WUP, so a threshold of the Poisson interarrival interval is
defined by
Tth1 =
Tdata
4θ
. (A.83)
Under a certain threshold of the interval, the WiseMAC enables a shortened WUS, which
is denoted by
Tth2 =
Tcycle
4θ
. (A.84)
The probability to generate an interval that is less than Tth1 (case 1) is
p1 = p(t < Tth1) = f(Tth1) = 1− e−λTth1 . (A.85)
The probability that it is larger than Tth1 but less than Tth2 (case 2) is
p2 = p(Tth1 ≤ t < Tth2) = f(Tth2)− f(Tth1) = e−λTth1 − e−λTth2 . (A.86)
Finally, the probability that the interval is larger than Tth2 (case 3) is
p3 = p(t ≥ Tth2) = 1− f(Tth2) = e−λTth2 . (A.87)
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Case 1: interval < Tth1
In this case, the detailed procedures of the WiseMAC+Rep scheme are shown in Fig. A.6.
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Figure A.6: The WiseMAC+Rep Detail (Case 1)
The length of the shortened preamble is
Tpre1 = 4θTitvl + Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf , (A.88)
where Titvl is the Poisson interarrival interval and its expectation is given by Equ. A.61
Titvl =
1
λ
− 1− p1
p1
Tth1 . (A.89)
So the mean of Tpre1 is
Tpre1 = 4θ
(
1
λ
− 1− p1
p1
Tth1
)
+ Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf . (A.90)
The average power consumption of receiving one unicast packet for the destination device
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is given by Equ. A.63
Pdst1 = Pˆrf rx(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf − Ts fpga + Tdata + Ts µc)
+Pˆrf tx(Tt + Tack)
+Pˆfpga(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack)
+Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc)
= ATitvl +B. (A.91)
Note that, in the Rep scheme, the so-called preamble is also the repeated data, so both
the data and the preamble have the same data rate. Therefore, they both can wake up a
slave that hears them.
For an overhearer, there are two cases. In the first case, the overhearer is woken up
by the first (4θTitvl + Tsample) part of Tpre1, so the overhearer can receive the data frame
and make decision according to the destination address, as the overhearer case 1 shown in
Fig. A.6. The probability of this case is
povh1 1 =
4θTitvl + Tsample
Tpre1 + Tdata
, (A.92)
and the average power consumption in this case is
Povh1 1 = Pˆrf rx(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf − Ts fpga + Tdata)
+Pˆfpga(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata)
= 2θ(Pˆrf rx + Pˆfpga)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
Titvl
+ Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + Tdata) + Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata)︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
= ATitvl + I. (A.93)
Note that, unlike Equ. A.65, an overhear should receive the complete data frame in the Rep
scheme instead of just until the destination address in the WUP scheme.
In the second case, the overhearer is woken up by the last (Ts fpga+Ts rf ) part of Tpre1
or by Tdata, so the overhearer cannot receive the data frame. As a result, it has to wait for
at least one Tdata max if nothing is received after being woken up, as the overhearer case 2
shown in Fig. A.6. The probability of this case is
povh1 2 =
Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata
Tpre1 + Tdata
, (A.94)
and the power consumption in this case is
Povh1 2 = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + Tdata max) + Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata max), (A.95)
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which is not a function of Titvl.
So the average power consumption for an overhearer is
Povh1 = Povh1 1 · povh1 1 + Povh1 2 · povh1 2
= Povh1 1
4θTitvl + Tsample
Tpre1 + Tdata
+ Povh1 2
Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata
Tpre1 + Tdata
. (A.96)
Since the preamble is shortened, only a part of the slaves is woken up to become over-
hearers. The probability that a slave is woken up is Tpre1+Tdata
Tcycle
. So the power consumption
of receiving one packet for each slave in case 1 (Titvl < Tth1) is
P ′pkt1 = Pdst1
1
N
+ Povh1
Tpre1 + Tdata
Tcycle
N − 1
N
= (ATitvl +B)
1
N
+

(ATitvl + I)
4θTitvl + Tsample
Tcycle
+ Povh1 2
Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata
Tcycle

N − 1
N
=
A
N
Titvl +
B
N
+

A
N
Titvl +
I
N

4θ
N − 1
Tcycle| {z }
D
Titvl +A
Tsample
Tcycle
N − 1
N
Titvl
+

I
Tsample
Tcycle
+ Povh1 2
Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata
Tcycle

N − 1
N| {z }
J
=
A
N
Titvl +
B
N
+
AD
N
T 2itvl +
ID
N
Titvl +A
Tsample
Tcycle
N − 1
N
Titvl + J
=
AD
N|{z}
F
T 2itvl +

A+ ID
N
+A
Tsample
Tcycle
N − 1
N

| {z }
K
Titvl +
B
N
+ J| {z }
L
= FT 2itvl +KTitvl + L. (A.97)
The average power consumption of receiving one packet for each slave is the expectation
of P ′pkt1. According to Equ. A.70,
Ppkt1 = E

P ′pkt1

=
Z Tth1
0
(Ft2 +Kt+ L)
p(t)
p1
dt
=
Z Tth1
0
(Ft2 +Kt+ L)
λ
p1
e−λtdt
= 2F
1
λ2
+

K − 2FTth1
1− p1
p1

1
λ
+

L−KTth1
1− p1
p1
− FT 2th1
1− p1
p1

(A.98)
The average time of channel occupation is
C1 = Tpre1 + Tdata + Tack. (A.99)
The average response time of a unicast packet is
D1 = 0.5Tcycle + 2θ

1
λ
− 1− p1
p1
Tth1

+ Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack. (A.100)
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Figure A.7: The WiseMAC+Rep Detail (Case 2)
Case 2: Tth1 ≤ interval < Tth2
In this case, the detailed procedures of the WiseMAC+Rep scheme are shown in Fig. A.7.
The length of the shortened preamble is still
Tpre2 = 4θTitvl + Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf , (A.101)
where Titvl is the Poisson interarrival interval and its expectation is
Titvl = E (Titvl)
=
∫ Tth2
Tth1
λ
p2
te−λtdt
=
λ
p2
(
1
−λte
−λt
∣∣∣∣Tth2
Tth1
− 1−λ
∫ Tth2
Tth1
e−λtdt
)
=
λ
p2
(
1
−λ
(
Tth2e
−λTth2 − Tth1e−λTth1
)− 1−λ 1−λ e−λt∣∣Tth2Tth1
)
=
λ
p2
(
1
−λ
(
Tth2e
−λTth2 − Tth1e−λTth1
)− 1
λ2
(
e−λTth2 − e−λTth1 ))
=
1
p2
(
Tth1(1− p1)− Tth2p3 +
1
λ
p2
)
=
1
λ
+
1− p1
p2
Tth1 −
p3
p2
Tth2 . (A.102)
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So the mean of Tpre2 is
Tpre2 = 4θ
(
1
λ
+
1− p1
p2
Tth1 −
p3
p2
Tth2
)
+ Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf . (A.103)
The average power consumption of receiving one unicast packet for the destination device
is the same as Equ. A.63
Pdst2 = Pˆrf rx(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf − Ts fpga + Tdata + Ts µc)
+Pˆrf tx(Tt + Tack)
+Pˆfpga(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack)
+Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc)
= ATitvl +B. (A.104)
For an overhearer, there are two cases. In the first case, the overhearer is woken up by the
first (4θTitvl+Tsample) part of Tpre2, so the overhearer can receive the data frame and make
decision according to the destination address, as the overhearer case 1 shown in Fig. A.7.
The probability of this case is
povh2 1 =
4θTitvl + Tsample
Tpre2 + Tdata
, (A.105)
and the average power consumption in this case is
Povh2 1 = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + 1.5Tdata)
+Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + 1.5Tdata), (A.106)
which is not a function of Titvl.
In the second case, the overhearer is woken up by the last (Ts fpga+Ts rf ) part of Tpre2
or by Tdata, so the overhearer cannot receive the data frame. As a result, it has to wait for
at least one Tdata max if nothing is received after being woken up, as the overhearer case 2
shown in Fig. A.7. The probability of this case is
povh2 2 =
Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata
Tpre2 + Tdata
, (A.107)
and the power consumption in this case is
Povh2 2 = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + Tdata max) + Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata max), (A.108)
which is also not a function of Titvl.
So the average power consumption of receiving one packet for an overhearer is
Povh2 = Povh2 1 · povh2 1 + Povh2 2 · povh2 2
= Povh2 1
4θTitvl + Tsample
Tpre2 + Tdata
+ Povh2 2
Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata
Tpre2 + Tdata
. (A.109)
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Since the preamble is shortened, only a part of the slaves is woken up to become over-
hearers. The probability that a slave is woken up is Tpre2+Tdata
Tcycle
. So the average power
consumption of receiving one packet for each slave in case 2 is
P ′pkt2 = Pdst2
1
N
+ Povh2
Tpre2 + Tdata
Tcycle
N − 1
N
= (ATitvl +B)
1
N
+

Povh2 1
4θTitvl + Tsample
Tcycle
+ Povh2 2
Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata
Tcycle

N − 1
N
=

A
N
+ Povh2 1
4θ(N − 1)
NTcycle

| {z }
M
Titvl +
B
N
+

Povh2 1
Tsample
Tcycle
+ Povh2 2
Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata
Tcycle

N − 1
N| {z }
O
= MTitvl +O, (A.110)
and its expectation is the average power consumption of receiving one packet for each slave
Ppkt2 = E

P ′pkt2

= MTitvl +O
= M

1
λ
+
1− p1
p2
Tth1 −
p3
p2
Tth2

+O. (A.111)
The average time of channel occupation is
C2 = Tpre2 + Tdata + Tack. (A.112)
The average response time of a unicast packet is
D2 = 0.5Tcycle + 2θ

1
λ
+
1− p1
p2
Tth1 −
p3
p2
Tth2

+ Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack. (A.113)
Case 3: interval ≥ Tth2
When the interval is larger than Tth2 , the length of the preamble is the same as in the noraml
Rep scheme, so Equ. A.29 and Equ. A.34 from the Rep scheme can be reused.
Tpre3 = Tprerep = Tcycle + Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf . (A.114)
The average power consumption of receiving one packet for each slave in case 3 is
Ppkt3 = Ppktrep u . (A.115)
The time of channel occupation is
C3 = Tpre3 + Tdata + Tack. (A.116)
The response time of a unicast packet is
D3 = Tpre3 + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack. (A.117)
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Overall
All in all, the average power consumption of receiving one packet for each slave in the
WiseMAC+Rep is
PpktWiseMAC+REP U = Ppkt1 · p1 + Ppkt2 · p2 + Ppkt3 · p3. (A.118)
So the power consumption of the device for a Poisson arrival rate of λ for each slave is
PWiseMAC+REP U = PpktWiseMAC+REP U · λN + Pno traffic. (A.119)
The overall percentage of channel occupation is
CWiseMAC+REP U = (C1 · p1 + C2 · p2 + C3 · p3) · λN. (A.120)
The average response time of a unicast packet is
DWiseMAC+REP U = D1 · p1 +D2 · p2 +D3 · p3. (A.121)
Note that an ACK can also wake up overhearers in the WiseMAC+Rep consuming
more power, which is not taken into consideration in the analytical calculation. However,
the degradation caused by the ACK is supposed to be not very significant, because first the
ACK is very short, and second not each slave can hear an ACK from another slave. So it is
reasonable to neglect this effect in the analytical computation for the reason of simplicity.
A.6.2 Broadcast
The same as the broadcast in the Rep scheme, see Sec. A.3.2.
A.7 The WiseMAC+WUF Scheme
A.7.1 Unicast
When the length of theWUS is less than the length of an SWUF, a threshold for the Poisson
interarrival interval is defined by
Tth1 =
Tswuf
4θ
. (A.122)
Under a certain threshold of the interval, the WiseMAC enables a shortened wake-up-
preamble, which is denoted by
Tth2 =
Tcycle
4θ
. (A.123)
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The probability to generate an interval that is less than Tth1 (case 1) is
p1 = p(t < Tth1) = f(Tth1) = 1− e−λTth1 . (A.124)
The probability that it is larger than Tth1 but less than Tth2 (case 2) is
p2 = p(Tth1 ≤ t < Tth2) = f(Tth2)− f(Tth1) = e−λTth1 − e−λTth2 . (A.125)
Finally, the probability that the interval is larger than Tth2 (case 3) is
p3 = p(t ≥ Tth2) = 1− f(Tth2) = e−λTth2 . (A.126)
Case 1: interval < Tth1
In this case, the detailed procedures of the WiseMAC+WUF scheme are shown in Fig. A.8.
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Figure A.8: The WiseMAC+WUF Scheme Detail (Case 1)
The length of the shortened preamble is
Tpre1 = 4θTitvl + Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf , (A.127)
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where Titvl is the Poisson inter-arrival interval and its expectation is given by Equ. A.61
Titvl =
1
λ
− 1− p1
p1
Tth1 . (A.128)
So the mean of Tpre1 is
Tpre1 = 4θ
(
1
λ
− 1− p1
p1
Tth1
)
+ Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf . (A.129)
The average power consumption of receiving one unicast packet for the destination device
is similar to Equ. A.63 except for some small modifications
Pdst1 = Pˆrf rx(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf − Ts fpga + Tswuf + Tdata + Ts µc)
+Pˆrf tx(Tt + Tack)
+Pˆfpga(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack)
+Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc)
.= ATitvl +R. (A.130)
For an overhearer, there are two cases. In the first case, the overhearer is woken up by
the first (4θTitvl+Tsample) part of Tpre1, so the overhearer can receive the SWUF and make
decision according to the destination address, as the overhearer case 1 shown in Fig. A.8.
The probability of this case is
povh1 1 =
4θTitvl + Tsample
Tpre1
, (A.131)
and the average power consumption in this case is
Povh1 1 = Pˆrf rx(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf − Ts fpga + Tswuf )
+Pˆfpga(2θTitvl + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf )
= 2θ(Pˆrf rx + Pˆfpga)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
Titvl
+ Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + Tswuf ) + Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf )︸ ︷︷ ︸
S
= ATitvl + S. (A.132)
In the second case, the overhearer is woken up by the last (Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf )
part of Tpre1, so the overhearer cannot receive the SWUF but has to wait for at least 2Tswuf
before returns to sleep, as the overhearer case 2 shown in Fig. A.8. The probability of this
case is
povh1 2 =
Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf
Tpre1
, (A.133)
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and the power consumption in this case is
Povh1 2 = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + 2Tswuf ) + Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + 2Tswuf ), (A.134)
which is not a function of Titvl.
So the average power consumption for an overhearer is
Povh1 = Povh1 1 · povh1 1 + Povh1 2 · povh1 2
= Povh1 1
4θTitvl + Tsample
Tpre1
+ Povh1 2
Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf
Tpre1
. (A.135)
Since the preamble is shortened, only a part of the slaves is woken up to become over-
hearers. The probability that a slave is woken up is Tpre1
Tcycle
. So the power consumption of
receiving one packet for each slave in case 1 is
P ′pkt1 = Pdst1
1
N
+ Povh1
Tpre1
Tcycle
N − 1
N
= (ATitvl +R)
1
N
+

(ATitvl + S)
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Tcycle

N − 1
N
=
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N
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R
N
+

A
N
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S
N

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N − 1
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D
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Tcycle
N − 1
N
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+

S
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Tcycle
+ Povh1 2
Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf
Tcycle

N − 1
N| {z }
U
=
A
N
Titvl +
R
N
+
AD
N
T 2itvl +
SD
N
Titvl +A
Tsample
Tcycle
N − 1
N
Titvl + U
=
AD
N|{z}
F
T 2itvl +

A+ SD
N
+A
Tsample
Tcycle
N − 1
N

| {z }
V
Titvl +
R
N
+ U| {z }
W
= FT 2itvl + V Titvl +W. (A.136)
The average power consumption of receiving one packet for each slave is the expectation
of P ′pkt1. According to Equ. A.70,
Ppkt1 = E

P ′pkt1

=
Z Tth1
0
(Ft2 + V t+W )
p(t)
p1
dt
=
Z Tth1
0
(Ft2 + V t+W )
λ
p1
e−λtdt
= 2F
1
λ2
+

V − 2FTth1
1− p1
p1

1
λ
+

W − V Tth1
1− p1
p1
− FT 2th1
1− p1
p1

. (A.137)
The average time of channel occupation is
C1 = Tpre1 + Tdata + Tack. (A.138)
The average response time of a unicast packet is
D1 = 0.5Tcycle + 2θ

1
λ
− 1− p1
p1
Tth1

+ Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack. (A.139)
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Case 2: Tth1 ≤ interval < Tth2
In this case, the detailed procedures of the WiseMAC+WUF scheme are shown in Fig. A.9.
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Figure A.9: The WiseMAC+WUF Scheme Detail (Case 2)
The length of the shortened preamble is
Tpre2 = 4θTitvl + Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf . (A.140)
where Titvl is the Poisson inter-arrival interval and its expectation is given by Equ. A.102
Titvl = E (Titvl) =
1
λ
+
1− p1
p2
Tth1 −
p3
p2
Tth2 . (A.141)
So the mean of Tpre2 is
Tpre2 = 4θ
(
1
λ
+
1− p1
p2
Tth1 −
p3
p2
Tth2
)
+ Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf . (A.142)
The average power consumption of receiving one unicast packet for the destination is
Pdst2 = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + 1.5Tswuf + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc)
+Pˆrf tx(Tt + Tack)
+Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + 1.5Tswuf + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack)
+Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc) (A.143)
which is not a function of Titvl.
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For an overhearer, there are two cases. In the first case, the overhearer is woken up by
the first (4θTitvl+Tsample) part of Tpre2, so the overhearer can receive the SWUF and make
decision according to the destination address, as the overhearer case 1 shown in Fig. A.9.
The probability of this case is
povh2 1 =
4θTitvl + Tsample
Tpre2
, (A.144)
and the average power consumption in this case is
Povh2 1 = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + 1.5Tswuf ) + Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + 1.5Tswuf ), (A.145)
which is not a function of Titvl.
In the second case, the overhearer is woken up by the last (Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf )
part of Tpre2, so the overhearer cannot receive the SWUF. As a result, it has to wait at leat
two Tswuf if nothing is received after being woken up, as the overhearer case 2 shown in
Fig. A.9. The probability of this case is
povh2 2 =
Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf
Tpre2
, (A.146)
and the power consumption in this case is
Povh2 2 = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + 2Tswuf ) + Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + 2Tswuf ), (A.147)
which is also not a function of Titvl.
So the average power consumption for an overhearer is
Povh2 = Povh2 1 · povh2 1 + Povh2 2 · povh2 2
= Povh2 1
4θTitvl + Tsample
Tpre2
+ Povh2 2
Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf
Tpre2
. (A.148)
Since the preamble is shortened, only a part of the slaves is woken up to become over-
hearers. The probability that a slave is woken up is Tpre2
Tcycle
. So the power consumption of
receiving one packet for each slave in case 2 is
P ′pkt2 = Pdst2
1
N
+ Povh2
Tpre2
Tcycle
N − 1
N
= Pdst2
1
N
+

Povh2 1
4θTitvl + Tsample
Tcycle
+ Povh2 2
Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf
Tcycle

N − 1
N
= Povh2 1
4θ(N − 1)
NTcycle| {z }
P
Titvl + Pdst2
1
N
+

Povh2 1
Tsample
Tcycle
+ Povh2 2
Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf
Tcycle

N − 1
N| {z }
Q
= PTitvl +Q, (A.149)
and its expectation is the average power consumption of receiving one packet for each slave
Ppkt2 = E

P ′pkt2

= PTitvl +Q
= P

1
λ
+
1− p1
p2
Tth1 −
p3
p2
Tth2

+Q. (A.150)
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The average time of channel occupation is
C2 = Tpre2 + Tdata + Tack. (A.151)
The average response time of a unicast packet is
D2 = 0.5Tcycle+2θ
(
1
λ
+
1− p1
p2
Tth1 −
p3
p2
Tth2
)
+Tsample+Ts fpga+Ts rf+Tdata+Ts µc+Tt+Tack.
(A.152)
Case 3: interval ≥ Tth2
When the interval is larger than Tth2 , the length of the preamble is the same as in the normal
WUF scheme, so Equ. A.42 and Equ. A.47 from the WUF scheme can be reused.
Tpre3 = Tprewuf = Tcycle + Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tswuf . (A.153)
The average power consumption of receiving one packet for each slave in case 3 is
Ppkt3 = Ppktwuf u . (A.154)
The time of channel occupation is
C3 = Tpre3 + Tdata + Tack. (A.155)
The response time of a unicast packet is
D3 = Tpre3 + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack. (A.156)
Overall
All in all, the average power consumption of receiving one packet for each slave in the
WiseMAC+WUF is
PpktWiseMAC+WUF U = Ppkt1 · p1 + Ppkt2 · p2 + Ppkt3 · p3. (A.157)
So the power consumption of the device for a Poisson arrival rate of λ for each slave is
PWiseMAC+WUF U = PpktWiseMAC+WUF U · λN + Pno traffic. (A.158)
The overall percentage of channel occupation is
CWiseMAC+WUF U = (C1 · p1 + C2 · p2 + C3 · p3) · λN · 100 [%]. (A.159)
The average response time of a unicast packet is
DWiseMAC+WUF U = D1 · p1 +D2 · p2 +D3 · p3. (A.160)
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A.7.2 Broadcast
The same as the broadcast in the WUF scheme, see Sec. A.4.2.
A.8 The Ideal Preamble Sampling
In an ideal case, the master always knows exactly the sampling time of each slave. So the
master can send a very short WUP, e.g. the length of the sampling time Tsample. This ideal
case is used to show the best situation that a preamble sampling based scheme can reach.
The length of the WUP is
Tpreideal = Tsample. (A.161)
A.8.1 Unicast
The power consumption of receiving one unicast packet for the destination device is
Pdstideal u = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc)
+Pˆrf tx(Tt + Tack)
+Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack)
+Pˆµc(Ts µc + Tµc), (A.162)
and the power consumption of an overhearer is
Povhideal u = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + Tto addr) + Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tto addr). (A.163)
The average power consumption of receiving one unicast packet for each slave is
Ppktideal u = Pdstideal u
1
N
+ Povhideal u
Tpreideal
Tcycle
N − 1
N
. (A.164)
So the power consumption of the device for a Poisson arrival rate of λ to each slave is
PIdeal U = Ppktideal u · λN + Pno traffic. (A.165)
The percentage of channel occupation is
CIdeal U = (Tpreideal + Tdata + Tack) · λN · 100 [%]. (A.166)
The average response time of a unicast packet is
DIdeal U = 0.5Tcycle + Tsample + Ts fpga + Ts rf + Tdata + Ts µc + Tt + Tack. (A.167)
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A.9. DRD vs. RSSI
A.8.2 Broadcast
There is no ideal case in broadcast, because sending a very long WUS is the only way to
wake up all slaves.
A.9 DRD vs. RSSI
In this section, we will compute the power consumption difference between using the DRD
and the only RSSI as the sampling criteria, see Sec. 4.1.
First, the power consumption of using DRD in no traffic case is denoted by Equ. A.6.
Second, if only RSSI is used as the sampling criteria, slaves can overhear noise and
interference causing the unnecessary wake-up, wasting power. The average power con-
sumption of each unnecessary wake-up in the WUF scheme is
Povhrssi = Pˆrf rx(Ts rf + 2Tswuf )
+Pˆfpga(Ts fpga + Ts rf + 2Tswuf ). (A.168)
It is assumed that when a slave is woken up, if it cannot receive anything within the trans-
mitting time of two SWUFs, it goes back to sleep.
The sampling time of using simple RSSI is shorter than that of the DRD, which is
denoted by Tsample rssi. If the percentage of the occupied channel by the noise and inter-
ference is Cpercent, the power consumption of using the simple RSSI in the no traffic case
is
Prssino traffic = Pˆrf rx
Ts rf + Tsample rssi
Tcycle
+ Psleep
+Povhrssi
Cpercent
Tcycle
. (A.169)
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Basic Parameters
Table B.1: Basic Parameters of the Sindrion System
Parameter Description Value
Usystem Supply voltage of the Sindrion system 3V
Bcapacity Capacity of the battery 1000mAh
fµC Working frequency of the microcontroller 9MHz
ffpga Working frequency of the FPGA fµC
θ Frequency tolerance of the quartz used in the
WiseMAC.
30 ppm
Prf sleep Power consumption of the RF in sleep mode 27µW
Pfpga sleep Power consumption of the FPGA in sleep mode 1.5µW
Pµc sleep Power consumption of the microcontroller in sleep
mode
90µW
Pothers Power consumption of other components: memory,
RTC, etc.
27µW
Prf rx Power consumption of the RF in RX mode 27mW
Prf tx Power consumption of the RF in TX mode 39.9mW
Pfpga Power consumption of the FPGA in working mode 20.4mW
Pµc Power consumption of the microcontroller in working
mode
32.7mW
Continued . . .
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Table B.1: (continued)
Parameter Description Value
Tto rx Setup time of the RF RX mode 2.2ms
Tto tx Setup time of the RF TX mode 1.1ms
Tt Transition time of the RF between RX and TX mode Tto rx
Ts rssi Setup time of the RF RSSI 0.4ms
Ts rf Setup time of the RF from sleep to awake Tto rx
Ts fpga Setup time of the FPGA from sleep to awake 0.1ms
Ts µc Setup time of the microcontroller from sleep to awake 2.6ms
Tsample Time for sampling the channel if DRD is used 0.8ms
Tsamplerssi Time for sampling the channel if only RSSI is used 0.4ms
Tcycle Time of the RF self-polling cycle -
Tµc Time for the microcontroller to process a data packet 3ms
Rdata Transmission rate for DATA frame 100 bit/s
Rwus Transmission rate for wake-up-signal 70 bit/s
Cdata Coding ratio for modulation and ECC code of DATA 1.5
Cwus Coding ratio for modulation and ECC code of wake-
up-frame
2.7
Lack Length of ACK frame 96 bit
Lswuf Length of a short wake-up-frame 326 bit
Lip max Maximum length of IP packet 576× 8 bit
Ldata max Maximum length of DATA frame 7200 bit
Lbcn Length of an IEEE 802.15.4 MAC beacon frame 276 bit
Lbcn extra Length of an IEEE 802.15.4 frame indication in bea-
con
96 bit
Lcmd Length of an IEEE 802.15.4 MAC data request com-
mand frame
228 bit
Lto addr Length of a frame until the destination address 192 bit
Tack Time to transmit an ACK frame 0.96ms
Tswuf Time to transmit an SWUF frame 4.66ms
Continued . . .
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Table B.1: (continued)
Parameter Description Value
Tdata Time to transmit a DATA frame -
Tdata max Time to transmit a DATA frame with maximal length 72ms
Tbcn Time to transmit an IEEE 802.15.4 beacon frame 2.76ms
Tbcn extra Time to transmit an IEEE 802.15.4 frame indication
in beacon
0.96ms
Tcmd Time to transmit an IEEE 802.15.4 data request com-
mand frame
2.28ms
Tto addr Time to transmit a frame until the destination address 1.92ms
Tdata−mac Time to transmit the data frame excluding the MAC
header
-
λ Possion packet arrival rate -
N Number of slaves -
The End
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Frame Structure
C.1 Frame Structure
The structure of the Data, the ACK, and the SWUF frames is shown in Fig. C.1, Fig. C.2,
and Fig. C.3, respectively.
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C.1. Frame Structure
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C.2. Fields Definition
As shown in the above frame structures, the data payload from the Network layer,
NPDU (Network Protocol Data Unit), or the data payload generated by the MAC layer is
fitted into the MSDU (MAC Service Data Unit). Then an MHR (MAC Header) is added
at the front of the MSDU, including frame length, frame control, address information and
sequence number. After that, the frame is sent to the FPGA and an MFR (MAC Footer),
i.e. FCS (Frame Check Sequence), is added forming an MPDU (MAC Protocol Data Unit).
Next, the MPDU are ECC coded and modulation coded. Finally, an SHR (Sync Header)
is added at the front and the whole frame is sent to the RF transceiver as the PPDU (PHY
Protocol Data Unit).
Note: The frame should be transmitted and received with the following order:
1. The leftmost field in the frame should be transmitted or received first;
2. All multiple octet fields should be transmitted or received least significant octet first;
3. Each octet should be transmitted and received least significant bit first;
C.2 Fields Definition
C.2.1 MAC
• Frame Length: 10-bit field indicating the length of the whole MAC frame in byte.
• Frame Control:
2-0 Frame Type 000: DATA 001: ACK 010: WUF
3 ACK requested 0: ACK not requested 1: ACK requested
5-4 protocol type 00:IP 01:ARP 10:ICMP
6 Destination Addr. Mode 0: Short MAC Address 1: Long MAC Address
7 Source Addr. Mode 0: Short MAC Address 1: Long MAC Address
13-8 Reserved
• Destination Address: The MAC address of the destination device. Whether it uses
8-bit short MAC address or 64-bit long MAC address is indicated by bit 6 of the
frame control field.
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C.2. Fields Definition
• Source Address: The MAC address of the source device. Whether it uses 8-bit short
MAC address or 64-bit long MAC address is indicated by bit 7 of the frame control
field.
• Sequence Number: The Data Sequence Number (DSN), an 8-bit field, is used to
match an ACK frame to the DATA frame. The value of the sequence number is
initialized to a random value, and is incremented by one each time a MAC DATA
frame is sent to the FPGA.
• Frame Position: This 8-bit field is only used in the SWUF frame, indicating the
position of the SWUF in a WUF. The destination calculates the length of the rest of
the WUF according to this field. When the MAC layer wants to send a WUF, it sends
an SWUF frame to the FPGA, in which the Frame Position field indicates the total
number of SWUFs in the WUF.
C.2.2 FPGA
• FCS: FCS is a 16-bit ITU-T Cyclic Redundancy Code (CRC), which is calculated
over the MAC header and the MAC payload.
• SOF Delimiter: Start Of Frame (SOF) is a delimiter after the sync preamble indicat-
ing the start point of the frame.
• Sync Preamble: Sync preamble is used for the receiver to get synchronized with the
incoming signal. Its content should be an alternating sequence of ones and zeros.
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